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A number
number of
of years
years ago,
ago, one
one of
of the
the authors
authors was called

upon as
as aa junior
junior lawyer
lawyer totoreview
reviewthe
theJapanese
Japanese
upon
corporation
preparation for
for aaproposed
proposed
corporationlaw
law in preparation
transaction. At
blush, the
the law
law was
was
transaction.
At first
first blush,
the text
text of the
entirely
fact, thought
thought the
the author,
author, this
this
entirely familiar.
familiar. In fact,
could very well
well be
be the
the corporation law of
of any
any number
number
Looking further,
of states.
states. Looking
further, the
the author
author found
found that
that Japan
Japan
had
been forced
forced to
to adopt
had been
adopt this corporation
corporation law under
under
the
of General
MacArthur following
the administration
administration of
General MacArthur
World War
War II.
II.Further
Furtherinvestigation
investigation revealed
revealed that
that
World
there was
was little
little relationship
relationship between
between the law's text and
and
the manner
manner in
in which
whichJapanese
Japanese corporations
corporations are
are
the
governed in practice.
newcomer to
banking in the
the United
United
A newcomer
to the
the world of banking
Statesmay
maybe
beforgiven
forgiven ifif his reaction
States
reaction is very much
much
that of
ofthe
theyoung
younglawyer
lawyerlooking
lookingatatJapanese
Japanese
like that
corporation law. Chapter
and verse
verse are
are familiar;
familiar; the
corporation
Chapter and
the
gospel isis not.
seeking to
new
gospel
not. An individual seeking
to form aa new
bank is looking at
that looks
looks very much
much like
at aa statute
statute that
the statutes
statuteshe
hewould
would be
belooking
looking at
at ifif he
he were
were forming
forming
an ordinary business
corporation.Nothing
Nothing in
in the text
an
business corporation.
that the process
has all the
of that
that statute
statute suggests
suggests that
process has
the
earmarks of
of ordination
ordination into the clergy.
earmarks
This article gives
gives aa brief history of early banking law
in the
the United
United States
States to
to provide
provide some
some perspective
perspective on
why the text of our
banking
law
seems
to differ
differ from
our banking
seems to
substance; provides
the legal
legal
its substance;
providesan
an overview
overview of
of the
framework for
for gaining
gaining entry
entry totothe
thebanking
bankingbusiness
business
either
novo or by
by acquisition;
acquisition; and
and explores
explores via
either de
de novo
hypothetical case
studies some
someof
of the
the not
not infrequently
infrequently
case studies
encountered
encounteredobstacles
obstaclesthat
thatmust
mustbebedealt
dealt with
with by
individuals
individuals seeking
seeking to enter
enter banking
banking either
either through
through
the establishment
of aa de
de novo
novo bank
bank or
or by acquiring
establishment of
control
an existing
existing bank.
bank. In the
the course
course of the
the
control of
of an
article, we
we compare
compare and
and contrast
contrast the
the procedures
procedures and
and
standards
federal or state
state banking
banking
standardsapplied
appliedby
by federal
regulators in determining whether an
an individual
individual may

1

enter
banking business
business with
those applied
applied in
enter the
the banking
with those
determining whether
already engaged
engaged in
that
determining
whether one
one already
in that
1
business should
The particular
particular
business
shouldbe
bebarred
barredfrom
from it.
it.' The
focus is on
that implicitly
implicitly require
focus
on those
those elements
elements that
require a
determination by
by the
the regulators
regulators of
of what may loosely
determination
be called
called the
the applicant's
applicant's morality,
morality, as
as opposed
opposed to
to
be
matters
that can
canpresumably
presumablybebe
objectively
matters that
objectively
determined, such
such as
We then
determined,
as business
business experience.
experience. We
then
look at some
some factors
that
make
it
difficult
to
predict
factors that make it diffcult to predict
whether
particular individuals
individuals will
will be
whether particular
be allowed
allowed to
to enter
enter
banking,
banking, and
and suggest
suggest some
some improvements
improvements directed
directed
toward greater
predictability.
greater predictability.
We consider
(i) the National
consider primarily three
three statutes:
statutes: (i)

Bank Act2,
Act2, which
which is
is the
the basic
basic corporation
corporation law
law
Bank
of federally
governing the formation and
and governance
governance of
chartered commercial
commercial banks;
banks; (ii)
(ii) the Change
in Bank
chartered
Change in
3
Control
Act,
which
governs
acquisition
Control Act,' which governs acquisition ofofa a
controlling
interest inina federally
a federally
chartered
controlling interest
chartered
commercial
bank; and
and (iii) the
the Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit
commercial bank;
4
Insurance Act
Act4,
which, to a large extent, governs what
Insurance
, which,
its
title implies.
implies.Specifcally,
Specifically,wewe
examinethethe
its title
examine
standardsapplicable
applicable to
to the banking
standards
banking authorities'
authorities' (i)
determination of
of the
the suitability of
determination
of directors
directors and
and other
other
managersin
in deciding
deciding whether
whether to authorize
authorize formation
managers
bank, (ii)
(ii) approval of a change
changein
in control
control of
of
of a new bank,
an existing
existing bank,
bank, and
and (iii)
(iii) removal
an
removal of
of directors
directors and
and
managersof
of an
anexisting
existing bank
bank and/or
and/or imposition
imposition
senior managers
of an
an industry
industry bar
bar on
onsuch
such directors
directors and
and senior
senior
managers.
focus on
on national
national banking
banking
managers.While
While we
we focus
associations,
generally the
the same
same
associations,we
we believe
believe that
that generally
principles apply to other
other federally
federally chartered
chartered financial
institutions and
chartered institutions.
institutions.'5
institutions
and to state chartered

First a word about
the title. What is itit about
about the
about banking
banking
that makes
anyonewant
wantto
to enter
enterits
its gates
gatesininthe
thefirst
frst
makes anyone
place? Why
Why is
is ititnecessary
necessary so zealously to
to guard
guard those
those
gates?
large part
part of
of the
the answer
answer lies
lies in
in four letters -gates? AA large
FDIC. Federal
Federal deposit insurance
insurance is aa central
FDIC.
central feature
feature of
of
our banking
banking system.
system.

The implicit subsidy
subsidy provided
provided by
by FDIC
FDICinsurance
insurance
The
makes itit possible
possible to
to leverage
leverage invested
invested funds,
funds, at
at
makes
relatively
relatively small
small risk,
risk,totoaadegree
degree unparalleled
unparalleled in other
businesses. While
businesses.
While other
other businesses
businessesmay
mayprofit
proft by
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borrowing funds and relending
relending at a higher rate,
rate, only
banks are
permitted to accept
accept deposits
deposits from
the
banks
are permitted
from the
general
general public. Under
Under optimal
optimalcircumstances,
circumstances, banks
banks
may hold
as little aa fve
fivepercent
percent (or
(oreven
even less)
less) as
as a
may
hold as
reserve against
reserve
against these
these deposits,
deposits,providing
providing leverage
leverage of
of
to twenty-to-one.
twenty-to-one. And
Andbecause
because those
those deposits
deposits are
are
up to
insured,
depositorsare
arewilling
willing to make
insured, depositors
make their money
money
available
based
entirely
on
convenience
and
interest
available based
convenience
interest
rate being
being offered.
offered. The
The depositor
depositor need
need not
not be
be
rate
concerned
ultimately get
get his
his
concernedwith
with whether
whetherhe
hewill
will ultimately
money back
least up to
to the
the applicable
applicable deposit
deposit
money
back (at
(at least
insurance
limit).
insurance limit).

The central
central thesis
the FDIC system
system is that
that the
the
The
thesis of
of the
FDIC
FDIC intends
intends to
toinsure
insuredepositors
depositorsagainst
against the
the business
business
risk of
of the
thedepositary
depositary banks.
banks. It isisnot
notdesigned
designed
risk
primarily as
of
as aa fidelity
fidelity bond
bond ensuring
ensuring the
the honesty
honesty of
bank management.
Nevertheless, our
our regulators must
management. Nevertheless,
recognize
that the
the FDIC's universe
may include both
recognize that
universe may
saints and
and sinners
sinners and
and zealously
zealously guard
guard against
against letting
letting
saints
sinners steal
steal from
from the poor box.
1.
I.

A BIT
BITOF
OF HISTORY
HISTORY
A

Our present
present National Bank Act
Act isis aa direct
directdescendent
descendent
Bank Act of 1864.
of
of the National
National Bank
1864. Any discussion
discussion of
the National
National Bank
Bank Act
Act must
must begin
begin with
withsome
some
the
consideration of
of the
the country's
experiment with
with "free
consideration
country's experiment
banking." Free
Free banking,
banking, in
in its
its pure
pure form,
form, isis aa system
system
in which
which virtually
virtually anyone
anyone can
can enter
enter the
the banking
banking
business by
making the
the required
required filings
filingswith
with
business
by making
governmental authorities.
authorities. In
In a free
governmental
free banking
banking system,
system,
the protection
protection of depositors
depositors is
based primarily
on
the
is based
primarily on
formal
and objectively
objectivelydeterminable
determinable requirements
requirements
formal and
such
as aa requirement
requirement that
that each
each bank
bank maintain
maintain
such as
reserves
in the
the form of
reserves in
of specifed
specifiedassets
assets on
on deposit
deposit
with
with the
the banking
banking regulators.
regulators.
Prior
mixed system
system of
1837, the
the country
country had
had aa mixed
of
Prior to 1837,
federal and state banks, but each
each bank was
was chartered
chartered
via aa separate
legislative act,
act, with
with its charter spelling
separate legislative
6
the bank's
bank's activities.
activities.6
Thefirst
frst
out the restrictions
restrictions on the
The
were adopted
adopted by
by Michigan
Michigan in 1837
free banking laws were
and
1838, immediately
immediately after
federal
and by
by New
New York in 1838,
afer federal
legislation
creating
the
Second
United
States
legislation creating
Second
States Bank
was allowed to expire in 1836. The
The state
state free banking
made the
the formation
formation of banks
laws made
banks very much like the
the
formation
any business
business corporation
corporation under
under our
our
formation of any
modern general
general corporation
corporation laws.
laws. Typically,
modern
Typically, these
these
laws called for
for each
each of
of the
the newly
newlychartered
chartered banks
banks to
keep
on deposit
deposit with
with a state
state official
offcial securities,
keep on
securities, specie
specie

2
2

combination thereof
thereof in
in a specifed
or some
some combination
specified amount
amount
and
specified types,
types, to
to be
be used
used totoreimburse
reimburse
and of specifed
if the bank failed.
depositors if
cursory look
look at
at the
the National
National Bank
Bank Act
Act of 1864
Even aa cursory
("NBA" )77 shows
that that
that Act
Act was
was originally
originally intended
(“NBA”)
shows that
intended
to be
be aa free
free banking
banking statute.
statute. Section
Section 55 of that
that Act,
which remains
12 USCA
remains essentially
essentially unchanged
unchanged as
as 12
§21,
be familiar
familiar to any
any
§21, reads
readsinin words
wordsthat
thatwill
will be
corporate lawyer:
lawyer: "... associations
for carrying on the
corporate
associations for
the
business
of banking
banking may
may be
be formed
formed by
by any
any number
number of
of
business of
persons,
not less
less in
in any case
casethan
thanfive,
five, who shall enter
persons, not
into
articles of association,
association, which
specify in
into articles
which shall
shall specify
general
terms
the
object
for
which
the
association
general terms the object for
the association is
formed, and
and may
formed,
may contain
contain any other
other provisions,
provisions, not
inconsistent with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this Act, which the
inconsistent
the
associationmay
maysee
seefitft to
to adopt
adopt for
for the
the regulation
regulation of
of
association
the business
business of
of the
the Association and
and the
the conduct
conduct of
of its
affairs,
said articles
articles shall
shall be
be signed
signed by the
the
affairs, which
which said
person's
uniting to form the
and aa copy
copy of
of
person's uniting
the association, and
them
forwarded to the Comptroller of
them forwarded
of the
the Currency,
Currency,
to be
preservedininhis
hisoffice.”
offce." Section
of
be filed and
and preserved
Section 77 of
the
the NBA specified
specified minimum
minimum capital
capital levels
levels for
for each
each
on the
thepopulation
population of
of the
the city
city where it was
Bank, based
based on
to
be
organized.
Section
9
spelled
out the
the
to be organized. Section 9 spelled out
requirements
for
directors
of
a
national
banking
requirements for directors of a national banking
association: "...
"... the
the affairs of
association:
of every
every association
association shall
be managed
managed by
directors, one
be
by not
not less
less than
than five
five directors,
one of
of
whom shall be
be the
the president.
president. Every
Every director
director shall,
shall,
whom
during
the
during his
his whole
whole term
term of
of office, be a citizen of the
United States;
States; and
least three
three fourths
the
United
and at
at least
fourths of
of the
directors shall
shall have
have resided
resided in
in the
the state,
state, territory,
territory, or
directors
district in
in which
whichsuch
such association
association is
is located
located one
one year
year
next
preceding their
election as
as directors,
directors, and
and be
be
next preceding
their election
residents of
the same
same during
during their
their continuance
continuance in
residents
of the
office. Each
director shall
shall own,
own, in
in his
his own
office.
Each director
own right, at
at
least 10
10 shares
shares of
of the
the capital stock of the
least
the association
association
of which itit isis aa director..."
director..." The
The act
act went
went on
on to
to require
require
that each
each bank
bank deposit
deposit with
the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
the
that
with the
United
United States
States bonds in an amount of
of not
not less
less than
than one
one
of its
its paid
paid inincapital
capitalstock.
stock.Section
Section 31
31 of the
the
third of
NBA
hand at
at all
NBA required
required each
each association
association to have on hand
times in specie
specie an
an amount
amount equal
least 25%
times
equal to
to at least
25% or
15% (depending
15%
upon
the
city
in
which
was
(depending upon the city in which it was
located)
the aggregate
aggregate amount
notes in
located) of
of the
amountofof its
its notes
circulation and
circulation
and its
its deposits.
deposits.

Note that
that the
the directors
directors ofofa national
a nationalbanking
banking
Note
association
as the
the statute
statute was
was
associationwere
werenot,
not, so
so far
far as
concerned, required
required to
to meet
concerned,
meet any requirements
requirements as
as to
moral
moral fitness.
fitness. Nor
Nor was
was there
there any
any authority
authority for
for a
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governmental
agency to
to pass
on the
the fitness of
governmental agency
pass on
of these
these

individuals. That
proposition remains
the
individuals.
That proposition
remains true
true of
of the
National Bank Act of
of today.
today. As we will
willnote
note later,
later, the
the

"moral"
requirements for
bank are
are
"moral" requirements
for formation
formation of
of aa bank
solely a matter of regulation.
The
discretionofof the
theOffice
Office of
of
The now well-established
well-established discretion
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
theCurrency
Currency (“OCC”)
in
the
("OCC") in
approving national
approving
nationalbank
bankcharters
charters appears
appears to have
have been
createdin
in the
the administration
administrationof
of the
the first
frst Comptroller
created
Comptroller
Hugh McCulloch. McCulloch was
of the Currency,
Currency, Hugh
was a
former head
head of the
the Indiana
Indiana banking
banking system
system and
and
former
initially came
came to
to Washington
Washington to
to oppose
oppose creation
creation of
initially
of
national banks
banks through
through the
theNational
National Bank
Bank Act.
Act.'8

Indiana had
with free
Indiana
had had
had aa disastrous
disastrous experience
experience with
free
banking in
the 1850s,
banking
in the
1850s,primarily
primarily as
as the
the result
result of
of
legislation adopted
by Ohio that
legislation
adopted by
that seriously
seriously impacted
impacted
banks near
near the
the border
border between
between the
the two
Indiana State
State banks
states.99
states.
as itit may, McCulloch
Be that as
McCullochapparently
apparently reached
reached an

understanding with
Chase, the
the then
then
understanding
with Salmon
Salmon P.
P. Chase,
Secretary
the Treasurer,
Treasurer, becoming
Secretaryofof the
becomingthe
the first
frst
Comptroller of
of the
in 1863.
McCulloch, it
Comptroller
the Currency
Currency in
1863. McCulloch,
appears,had
hadaa rather
rather unique
unique solution
solution to
to the risks he
appears,
he
saw
National Bank
Bank Act's
Act's free
free
saw as
as embodied
embodiedin
in the
the National
banking
provisions. He
He simply ignored
banking provisions.
ignored them,
them, boldly
asserting that
that the
the approval
approval of new national
asserting
national banks
banks was
was
at the
of the OCC.10
As we
we will
will see,
at
the sufferance
sufferance of
OCC.10 As
see, this
habit
claiming unbridled
unbridled discretion
discretion did not
not stop
stop
habit of claiming
with McCulloch.

II.
II.

L
EGAL LANDSCAPE
LANDSCAPE AND R
EGULATORY
LEGAL
REGULATORY
P
ERSPECTIVE
PERSPECTIVE

In viewing
viewingthe
thepresent
present regulatory
regulatory landscape,
landscape, it may be
be
useful
to
consider
the
three
regulatory
actions,
useful to consider the three regulatory actions,
approval of
of a new
approval
new charter,
charter, approval
approval of aa change
change in
removal of an institution-affiliated party,
control and
and removal
party,
as
continuum, with
with each
each ofofthe
thethree
threeprocesses
processes
as a continuum,
representing a greater or lesser
degree of
of focus on the
lesser degree
business or
or focus
focus on
on aaparticular
particular individual.
individual.
entire business
In passing
upon an
an application for aa new
passing upon
new charter,
charter, the

regulators must
on the
the proposed
proposed banking
banking
regulators
must focus
focus on
business
asaawhole,
whole, evaluating
evaluating particular
particular individuals
business as
primarily
primarily from
from the
the standpoint
standpoint of their
their contribution
contribution to
that whole.
whole. The
The OCC's
OCC's standard
standard form
letter
that
form of letter
denying an
an application
application puts
puts itit this way: "The decision
to grant
grant aa new
new national
national Bank
Bank charter
charter is
is not
not based
based on

3
3

any
single factor,
factor, but
but on
on aa combination
combination of
of factors
factors
any single
11
unique to
each application.""
application." An application
application for
unique
to each
in control generally
approval of a change
change in
generally focuses
focuses on a
smaller
factors. Assuming
Assuming that
that the
the
smaller number
number of
of factors.
regulators
have not
not determined
that the application
regulators have
determined that
application
should be
be treated
treated as
asifif it were
should
were aa de
de novo
novo application,
application,
consideration will
will be
consideration
be focused
focused on
on how
how the
the proposed
proposed
new
control group
group will
affect the
the operations
operations of the
the
new control
will affect
established
in a removal
a removal
establishedinstitution.
institution. Finally,
Finally, in
proceeding, the
be on
onwhether
whetherthe
the
proceeding,
the focus
focus will
will be
continued presence
presenceofofthe
theparticular
particularindividual
individual will
will be
continued
be
harmful to
to the
the institution
institution or
or its
itsdepositors.
depositors.
initial offering
offering ofofsecurities
securities provides
provides aa useful
useful
An initial
analogy to an application for
for aa new
new bank
bank charter.
charter. The
applicant is in effect
applicant
effect asking
asking the regulators
regulators to "invest"
business.In
In the
the case
caseofofthe
theFDIC,
FDIC, of
of
in its
its proposed
proposed business.
course, the
the agency
agencywill
will be
be aa real
real financial
fnancial stakeholder
course,
stakeholder
enterprise,since
sincethe
theFDIC
FDIC will
will have
in the
the proposed
proposed enterprise,
have
to pick up
up the
the pieces
pieces ifif the
the enterprise
enterprise fails. But the
the
OCC (and
OCC
(and other
other federal
federal and
and state
state bank
bank regulators)
regulators)
similarly has
of the institutions
similarly
has aa stake
stake in the
the success
success of
under its oversight. A
institution makes
A successful
successful institution
makes its
ofensuring
ensuring the
the safety
safety and
and soundness
soundness of the
the
job of
nation's banking
nation’s
banking system
system easier.
easier. An
An unsuccessful
unsuccessful one
one
makes its
its job harder. Just
Just as
as the
theoffering
offering document
document in
makes
aa securities
securities offering
offering is
is designed
designed to
to persuade
persuade the
the
investor
the pieces
pieces are
place for
investor that
that all
all of
of the
are in
in place
for a
successful business
business enterprise,
enterprise,so
so too
too the
the application
successful
for
new charter
charter must
must touch
touch all
all the
thebases
bases inin
for aa new
persuading the
the institution's
institution's future
future
persuading
the regulators
regulators of
of the
success.IsIs there
thereaa market?
market?What
What do
do you
you intend
success.
intend to
provide
How do you intend
provide that market?
market? How
intend to provide
provide
it? Is
Is your
your capital
capital adequate
adequate to carry out
out your
your plan?
plan?
Does management have the necessary
necessary experience and
compliance with
with
skills? How do
do you
you intend
intend to
to ensure
ensure compliance
What moral
moral hazards,
legal requirements?
requirements? What
hazards, ifif any,
any, are
are
attached
to
proposed
management?
How
do
you
attached to proposed management? How do you
intend to deal
intend
deal with
withthose
thosepotential
potentialhazards?
hazards? These
These
questions
many others
others must
must be
be answered
answered
questions and
and many
the regulators
regulatorsto
to "invest"
"invest" in
satisfactorily to persuade
persuade the
the new institution.
application for approval
approval of aa change
change in control
control
An application
bears greater
solicitation.
bears
greater resemblance
resemblancetoto aa proxy solicitation.
Again, assuming
assuming that new
new management
management does
does not
not
Again,
intend to so
so radically
radically change
change the
the institution's
institution's business
business
plan as
as to cause
cause the application to
to be
be treated
treated as
as a de
de
novo institution,
institution, the
the questions
questions to be
be answered
answered in the
the
case
change in control
control relate
relate to
to whether
whether the
the
case of
of a change
governmental
comfortable
governmental "stakeholders"
"stakeholders" can
can feel comfortable
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turning
of the
the institution
institution to this new
turning over
over management
management of
group. The focus
focus quite properly is more closely upon
whether the proposed new managers should be trusted

with management
management of the
the established
established institution.
institution. (It
may be
be worth
worth pointing
pointing out
out here
here that
that efforts
efforts to
to
may
persuade
the regulators
regulators that a less
persuade the
less stringent
stringent standard
standard
should be applied to aa "mere"
should
"mere" shareholder
shareholder who
who casts
casts
his vote annually for
directors
and
does
not
intend
to
for directors and does
be
be active
active otherwise
otherwise in
in management
management of
of the
thebusiness
business
than
than that applied
applied to
to active
active managers
managers have
have generally
generally
been
unsuccessful.)The
Themaxim
maxim "who
"who pays
been unsuccessful.)
pays the piper
the tune"
tune" is the
the prevailing wisdom. That is, both
calls the
regulators
and the
the courts
courts assume,
assume,realistically
realistically in
in our
regulators and
view, that
an
institution's
directors
are
unlikely
that an
directors are unlikely to be
be
totally
uninfuenced
by
the
controlling
totally uninfluenced by the controllingshareholder.12
shareholder.12

Finally,
proceeding to remove
remove an
an institutioninstitutionFinally, aa proceeding
affiliated
like the
thecorporate
corporate decision
decision to
to
affiliated party
party is like
remove
an officer
officer or director for cause.
The focus
focus of
of
remove an
cause. The
the inquiry is entirely
institution, its
entirely on
on the risks to the institution,
depositors
stakeholders ofof allowing
the
depositors and
and other
other stakeholders
allowing the
specific
individual to
to continue
continue exerting
exerting significant
significant
specifc individual
influence over
over the
the institution's
institution'sbusiness.
business.
Despite the
the fact
fact that
that financial institutions are
Despite
are highly

affairs.
closely related
third, is
is
affairs. The
The fourth,
fourth, closely
related to
to the
the third,
where
the
regulators
bar
a
particular
individual
from
where the regulators bar a particular individual
acting
as an
anofficer,
officer,director
director
or controlling
acting as
or controlling
13
shareholder of
of any financial
financial institution.
shareholder
institution.13
As we will
willsee,
see, while
whilethe
theapproval
approval process
process for bank
bank
formation
number of
formation may
may require
require findings
findings as
as to
to aa number
of
specific
facts,
it
does
not
generally
follow
a
trial
type
specific facts, it does not generally follow
bad thing.
thing. In fact the
model. This is not necessarily
necessarily aa bad
the
process has
generally worked
worked remarkably
remarkably well.
well.
process
has generally
Professor
writingsome
some 40
40 years
years
Professor Kenneth
Kenneth Culp
Culp Davis, writing
ago, said
said "... II have
ago,
have praised
praised the banking
banking agencies
agencies for
their successful
successful avoidance
procedure for
their
avoidanceofof trial procedure
chartering
banks
and
for
approving
branches
[citation
chartering banks and for
branches [citation
omitted].
trial isissurely
surelya aclumsy
clumsymeans
means ofof
A trial
determining how many
many banks
banks and which banks
banks ought
serve aa community...
to serve
community... The
The Comptroller
Comptroller properly,
properly, in
my
opinion, avoids
avoids proceedings
proceedings in
which each
each
my opinion,
in which
witness presents
mixture of
presents aa mixture
of evidence
evidence and
and argument
argument
in favor
favor of
ofhis
hisview
viewabout
abouteconomic
economicimponderables
imponderables
and each
arguments on
on the
and
each cross-examiner
cross-examiner presents
presents arguments
other
side in
in the
theguise
guiseof of
questions.Written
Written
other side
questions.
presentations ofof economic
economic data,
coupled with
with
presentations
data, coupled
conferences, seem
seemto
to me
me preferable
preferable to
to trials,
trials, except on
conferences,
issuesofof
specifc
issues
specific
fact."14

regulated enterprises,
there is no general requirement
enterprises, there

fact."14

in the
the banking
banking laws
the US
US or
or most
most states
states for
laws of the
for a
government
appointment of
government agency
agency to
to approve
approve the
the appointment
of
either
including the
the chief
chief
either aa director
director or
or an
an officer,
offcer, including
executive
bank.Generally
Generallyspeaking,
speaking,
executive officer,
officer, of aabank.
elected by shareholders,
shareholders, and
andofficers
offcers are
directors are
are elected
are
appointed by
by aa bank's
bank's Board
Board of
of Directors as
as with
with any
appointed
other corporation.

(a)

Similarly,
general matter
matter aa bank's
bank's Board
Similarly, as
as a general
Board of
of
Directors is
is free to issue
of its capital
Directors
issue shares
shares of
capital stock
stock
without seeking
seeking agency
agency approval
the stock's
stock's
without
approval of
of the
purchaser.
There
exceptions to this general
general proposition
There are
are four exceptions
that a bank
its officers
offcers and
bank may choose
choose its
and directors
directors and
and
issue its
its shares
like any
any other
The first
issue
shares like
other corporation.
corporation. The
exception is upon
upon the
the initial
initial authorization of
exception
of aa bank to
commence business.
business. The
The second
second is
is upon
upon aa change
change in
commence
the percentage
percentage ownership
the
ownershipofofthe
the bank
bank sufficient
suffcient to
constitute aa change
of control under
constitute
change of
under the
the applicable
applicable
statute and
and regulations.
regulations.The
Thethird
third is
is where
where officers,
offcers,
statute
been guilty
guilty
directors or controlling
controlling shareholders
shareholders have
have been
of conduct
conduct which
which under
under the
the applicable
applicable statutory
statutory
standards
remove the
the
standardspermits
permitsthe
the regulators
regulators to
to remove
offending
participation in aa bank's
bank's
offending individuals
individuals from participation
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1.

P
LANNING
PLANNING

the importance
importance of
of
It would
would be
be hard
hard to
to overemphasize
overemphasize the
planning
planning in bringing
bringing an
an application
application to
to aasuccessful
successful
conclusion.
applicant and
and his
his attorneys
attorneys must
must
conclusion. The
The applicant
as early as
as possible
possible what
what areas
areasare
arelikely
likely to
determine as
be of
of concern
concern to
to the
theregulators.
regulators. The
The application
application
be
process
must embody
embody those
those concerns
concerns from
from start
process must
start to
finish. This is
is particularly
particularly true
true in
in the
the context
context of aa de
de
novo
application,
where
multiple
factors
must
be
novo application, where multiple factors must be
considered
by
the
regulators
and
a
weakness
in
one
considered by
regulators
weakness
one
area may
may be
be compensated
compensated for
for by strength in
area
in another.
another.

Begin with
with the
the business
business plan. There is a temptation to
regard the business
as just
just another piece of paper
business plan as
that
that must
must be submitted
submitted with the
the application,
application, and
and to
simply mark
up
the
plan
of
the
bank
closest
to
mark up the plan of the bank closest yours
yours
in concept
concept and
and recently
recently approved
approved by
by the
the regulators.
regulators.
This is
is aaserious
seriousmistake.15
This
mistake."
treated like
like
In many
many ways
ways the
the business
business plan should be treated
an
Appellate brief,
anticipating the
areas in
an Appellate
brief, anticipating
the areas
in which
questions
raised about
about whether
whether you meet
meet
questions may
may be
be raised
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particular criteria
forth ininthe
thestatutes
statutes and
and
particular
criteria set
set forth

2.

APPLICATIONPROCESS
PROCESS
APPLICATION

Does one
one of
of the
the proposed
proposed managers
managers have
have
regulations. Does
aa history
history of difficulty in
in complying
complying with
with the
the Bank
Bank
Secrecy Act?
Act? If
If so,
Secrecy
so, devote
devote some extra attention to the
and compliance
compliance personnel
personnel you
you plan
software systems
systems and
to put in place
to comply
comply with
with that
that Act.
Act. Will
Will you
place to
you be
be
starting
relatively small
small amount
amount of
starting the
the bank
bank with
with aa relatively
of
capital?
If
so,
consider
and
explain
how
you
will
meet
capital?
consider and explain how you will meet
demands
for larger business
loans without exceeding
demands for
business loans
exceeding
limits (e.g.
(e.g. by
by participating
participating larger
larger loans
loans
legal lending limits
institutions with
with which
whichmanagement
management has
has longlongto institutions
standing relationships),
relationships),and
and pay
pay extra
extra attention
standing
attention to
potential
of additional capital.
potential sources
sources of
In many, if
if not
theorganizers
organizerswill
willfind
fnd it
not most,
most, cases,
cases, the

both expedient
expedient and
on the
the
both
and cost-efficient
cost-effcienttoto call
call on
services
one ofofa number
a number
of consultants
services of
of one
of consultants
specializing
the organization
organization or
acquisition of
specializinginin the
or acquisition
of
financial institutions.
institutions. Ofen
Often these
these consultants
consultants are
are
financial
themselves
former
bank
regulators.
In
addition
themselves former bank regulators. In addition to
their involvement
involvement in aa variety
variety ofofapplications,
applications, these
these
consultantsmay
mayalso
alsobring
bringto
to the
the table
table aa familiarity
familiarity
consultants
the agency
agency personnel
personnel with
whom they
they have
have
with the
with whom
regular dealings.
Preliminary informal
informalmeetings
meetings with
withthe
the regulators
regulators can
also be
be aa tool both
also
both as
as a sales
sales pitch and to sound
sound out

the areas
areas likely
be aa concern
concern in your
your particular
particular
the
likely to be
proposal. Take,
Take, for
forexample,
example,the the
proposed
proposal.
proposed
management
team.IfIfyou
youthink
think that
that one
one or
or more
more of
of
management team.
your
principal
organizers
will
come
across
as
your principal organizers
come across as
somewhat
want to
somewhatlacking
lackinginin experience,
experience,you
youwill
will want
outline proposed
additions
to
your
management
proposed
your management team
to make
up for
for their
their deficiency.
defciency. You will
make up
willnot
not be
be able
able
to get a yay or nay as
as to
to particular
particular individuals,
individuals, but by
describing
describing the qualifications and
and experience
experience of those
those
are considering
considering for
for the
the proposed
proposed open
open positions
positions
you are
you may allay
initial objection
allay in
in advance
advance an initial
objection based
based on
limited
experience
in
one
or
more
management
limited experience in one or more managementareas.
areas.
If
If the
the proposed
proposed CEO
CEO has
has never
never had
had complete
complete charge
charge
size,you
you will
will want
of running a bank of comparable
comparable size,
the management
team to
to include
include either a chairman or
management team
aa COO
COO with
with more
moreexperience
experience than
than you
you might
might
otherwise choose.
otherwise
choose. If the
the management
management team
team member
member
responsible
responsible for BSA
BSA compliance
compliance has
has had
had problems at
aa prior institution
institution you
you will
willwant
wanttotoaddress
address both
both the
the
systems and
and the
the support
support personnel
personnel you
you expect
expect to
to put
systems
in place so
so that
that similar
similar problems
problems will
will not
not occur
occur at
at the
the
new institution.

55

The
statutory requirements
requirements toto form
federally
The statutory
form aa federally
charteredbank
bankare
areaamodel
modelofofsimplicity
simplicity and
and will
will be
chartered
be
familiar to
to all
allcorporate
corporateattorneys.
attorneys. The
The organizers
organizers
must:
•• Draft
Draft
andfile
file
articlesofofassociation
association with
with the
the
and
articles
OCC;
•• Draft
Draftand
andfilefile
an organizationcertifcate
certificate
an organization
containing
specified
information
the
containing specified information with
with the
OCC;
•• Ensure
Ensurethat
thatallallcapital
capitalstock
stock is
is paid in; and
and
at at
least
elected
•• Have
Have
leastfive
five
electeddirectors.16
directors.16
formal organization
organization of
the new bank
bank has
has little
But formal
of the
significance
and of itself.
itself. In
In fact,
fact, the
the real-world
real-world
signifcance in
in and
approval
have begun
begun long before
before the
the
approval process
processwill
will have
bank's
arefiled.
fled.
bank's formal organization documents
documents are
Initially,aarepresentative
representative of
ofthe
theproposed
proposed organizers
organizers
Initially,
will
have
met
informally
with
the
OCC
and
presented
will have met informally with the OCC and presented
aa relatively
relatively complete
complete business
business plan
outlining the
the
plan outlining
proposed
market, financial
financial strategy
(e.g. sources
of
proposed market,
strategy (e.g.
sources of
capital, sources
sourcesof
of deposits
deposits and
and types
typesof
of lending
lending in
capital,
which
which the
the bank
bank will
willengage),
engage),and
andaamanagement
management team.
team.
So far as
us here,
here, this prefiling
So
as concerns
concerns us
prefiling conference
conference
and
steps preceding
and the
the initial
initial steps
precedingthe
theformal
formalfiling
fling with
the OCC are
are the
the most
mostsignificant,
signifcant, for
for ititisisat
at this
this stage
stage
that the
the decision
decision to accept
accept or
or reject
reject controlling
controlling
that
stockholders and
and key
key members
of management
will
stockholders
members of
management will
be
be made.
made.
If
If on
on the
the basis
basis of one
one or more
more pre-fling
pre-filingconferences
conferences
the OCC believes
believes the
the bank
bank has
has aa reasonable
reasonable prospect
will issue
of success
success itit will
issue aa letter
letter granting
granting preliminary
preliminary
approval to organize
organize the
the bank.
Before the OCC will
will allow
allowthe
thebank
banktotobegin
beginbusiness
business
the
organizing
directors
must
hire
the
remainder
of
the organizing directors must hire the remainder of
bank management,
establish the
the bank’s
bank's premises
management, establish
premises at
the proposed
site, raise
raise capital,
capital, develop
proposed site,
develop policies and
and
procedures,
and establish
procedures, and
establish management
management information
systems. They
They will
will have
systems.
have twelve months
months from
from the
the date
date
of preliminary
preliminary approval
approval totocomplete
completethese
these steps.
steps. The
OCC will
willthen
thencomplete
complete aa "preopening
"preopening examination"
examination"
and,
if
the
results
of
that
examination
are
and, the
of that examination are satisfactory,
it will
willissue
issue aa letter
letter authorizing
authorizing the
the new
new bank
bank to begin
business.
business.
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3.

S
TANDARDS FOR
PPROVAL OF
STANDARDS
FOR A
APPROVAL
APPLICATION TO F
ORM N
EW
APPLICATION
FORM
NEW
B
ANK
BANK

There is, of course,
no statutory
statutory guidance
guidance limiting
limiting the
There
course, no
the
OCC's
grant or withhold
withhold
OCC's discretion
discretioninin deciding
deciding to
to grant
preliminary
on its
its evaluation
preliminary approval
approval based
based on
evaluation of the
the
proposed
owners
and
managers.
In
fact,
one
would
proposed owners and managers. In fact, one
think based
on the
the text
text of
of the
the National
National Bank
Bank Act that
based on
approval is
is at
at this
this stage
stage a ministerial
ministerialtask.17
task.17
of
The Act itself
itself doesn't
doesn't begin
begin to
to describe
describe the process
process of
regulatory
The applicant
applicant for aa new
regulatory approval.
approval. The
new charter
charter
must provide
plan analyzing
analyzing in
must
provide a detailed
detailed business
business plan
detail the proposed
market area
area for
for the
detail
proposed market
the new
new bank,
bank,
demonstrating aa need
need for the
demonstrating
the services
services the
the organizers
organizers
intend
provide and
and showing
showing how
they intend
intend to
intend to
to provide
how they
meet that
that need.18
need.18 Each
organizer, proposed
proposed director
Each organizer,
and
member of senior
senior management
management must
must provide
provide
and member
detailed financial and
biographical information on an
detailed
and biographical
Interagency
Interagency Biographical
Biographical Information
Information Form
Form (IBFR)
19
form.19
Only then
then does
does the
the real
real consideration
form.
Only
consideration of the
the
application begin.

In the
the absence
absence of
of statutory
statutory guidance,
guidance, the
the OCC's
OCC's
regulations
claim what amounts
regulations claim
amounts to nearly
nearly unbridled
unbridled
discretion in evaluating
evaluating the
the organizers
organizers and
and proposed
proposed
management.
the OCC's regulations,
regulations, in
management. According to the
evaluating an application to establish
establish a national bank,
bank,
the OCC considers whether
whether the
the proposed
proposed bank:
bank:
organizers
•• Has
Has
organizerswho
whoare
are familiar
familiar with
with national
national
banking laws
laws and
and regulations;
•• Has
Hascompetent
competent management,
management, including
including a
board of directors, with ability
abilityand
and experience
experience
relevant
to
the
types
of
services
relevant to the types of services totobebe
provided;
•• Has
Hascapital
capitalthat
thatisissuffcient
sufficienttotosupport
support the
the
projected volume
volume and
and type
type of
of business;
business;
•• Can
Canreasonably
reasonablybe
beexpected
expected to
to achieve
achieve and
and
maintain profitability;
profitability; and
maintain
and
be be
operated
in in
a safe
•• WillWill
operated
a safeand
andsound
soundmanner.
manner.

The OCC may also
also consider
consider additional factors listed
in section
section 6 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Deposit Insurance
Insurance Act, 12
U.S.C.
U.S.C.1816.20
1816.20
Organizers
history of
of responsibility,
responsibility,
Organizers“must
"must have
have aa history
personal honesty,
honesty, and integrity."
integrity.”Proposed
Proposed managers
managers
personal
must
"competent" and
and
must be
be "competent"
and must
must have
have"" ability and
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experience
services to be
be
experiencerelevant
relevanttoto the
the types
types of services

provided.
provided."21
"21
4.

EARING AND R
EVIEW
H
HEARING
REVIEW

Under the applicable
an applicant
applicant for an
applicable regulations
regulations an
an
has no
no right
right to a hearing on the decision
OCC charter has
to grant
grant or
or withhold
withhold that
that charter.
charter. The
The OCC
OCC may,
may,
however, grant
grant aa hearing
hearing upon
upon written
written request.
however,
request. ItIt is
important to realize
important
realize that
that any
any hearing
hearing granted
granted by the
the
OCC
under its
regulations isis for
the purpose
purpose of
OCC under
its regulations
for the
of
providing the
information. ItIt is
not an
an
providing
the OCC
OCC with
with information.
is not
adversarial
generally grants
grants a
adversarial proceeding.
proceeding. The
The OCC
OCC generally
hearing
determines that
that written
written
hearing request
requestonly
only ifif itit determines
submissions
that aa hearing
hearing
submissionswould
wouldbe
beinsufficient
insuffcient or that
would
would otherwise
otherwise beneft
benefitthe
thedecision-making
decision-makingprocess.
process.
The hearing process
process consists
statement
consists of an opening statement
by the
the applicant,
applicant, aa presentation
presentation by the
the applicant,
applicant, an
an
opportunity for
for hearing
hearing participants
participants to
to ask
ask questions
questions
of the
the applicant,
applicant, aa presentation
presentation by
by each
each other
other
participant
wishing
to
make
a
presentation,
an
participant wishing to make a presentation, an
opportunity
the applicant
applicant totoquestion
question that
that
opportunity for
for the
participant,
by the
participant, and
and closing
closing statements
statements by
the applicant
applicant
and by each
and
each participant. Both the applicant
applicant and
and other
participants have
opportunity to
submit postpostparticipants
have an
an opportunity
to submit
Under the
the OCC's
OCC's regulations, the
hearing materials.22
materials.22 Under
Administrative Procedure
Procedure Act
does not
Act does
not apply
apply to any
hearing
granted
in
connection
with
approval
or denial
hearing granted in connection with
23
of
a
new
bank
of a new bank charter.

charter. 23

If the
application to
to form a new bank,
bank, it
If
the OCC
OCC denies
denies application
notifes the
notifies
the applicant
applicant in
in writing
writingofofthe
thereasons
reasons for the
the
denial. The
denial.
The applicant
applicant may
may appeal
appeal the denial to the
the
Deputy
Comptroller for Bank
Bank Organization
Organization and
and
Deputy Comptroller
24
Structure or
or to
to the
theOCC's
OCC'sOmbudsman.
Ombudsman.24
Neither the
Act nor
nor the
the OCC's
OCC's regulations
regulations provide
National Bank Act
for judicial
judicial review
review of
ofan
anOCC
OCC determination
determination denying
denying
an application to form
form aa new
new bank.
bank.

The
regulations are
that a
The regulations
are quite
quite clear
clear in
in providing
providing that
hearing before
before the
the OCC
OCC is optional on an application
hearing
to establish
establish aa new
new bank.
bank. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
the cases
cases make
it clear
clear that
that under
under atatleast
leastsome
somecircumstances
circumstances an
an
officer, director
director or
or organizer
organizer of
of aa proposed
proposed new bank
is entitled
entitled both
both to aa hearing
hearing on
on the
the record
record and
and to
judicial
review
of
the
OCC's
decision.
But
just
judicial review of the OCC's decision.
just when
when
rights apply,
apply, and
and what
what kind of hearing
do those
those rights
hearing must
be given
given when
whenthey
theydo?25
do?25
Despite
provisions in the
the OCC's
OCC'sregulations
regulations
Despite the
the provisions
indicating
that the
the Administrative
Administrative Procedure
Procedure Act
indicating that
("APA") does
does not apply, one's
one's first
inclination is to
first inclination
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seek
Unfortunately, aa clear
clear
seek an
an answer
answer in
in that
that Act. Unfortunately,
answer
the APA. The
The APA
answerisis not
not to
to be
be found
found in
in the
generally grants
judicial
generally
grants relatively
relatively broad
broad rights
rights to
to judicial
review of
of the
thedecisions
decisions ofofadministrative
administrativeagencies.
agencies.
contains two major
major exceptions.
precludes
But itit contains
exceptions. It precludes
judicial
judicial review
review of
ofan
anagency
agency action
action to
to the
the extent
extent that
statutes preclude
precludejudicial
judicial review, or
(1) the applicable statutes
(2)
the agency
agency action
action isis committed
committed totoagency
agency
(2) the
discretion by
by law.26
law.26 Banking regulators
regulators have
have taken
taken
the
the position
position in the
the past
past that
that review
review of aa decision
decision to
deny
new institution
institution is
is not
not available
available
deny formation
formation of a new
under the
because that
decision is
matter
under
the APA because
that decision
is aa matter
committed to
to the agency's
discretion by
by law. They
committed
agency's discretion
They
have had
had mixed
mixed results
results with
with this
argument.
this argument.
dealing with
with judicial review,
The first of
of these
these cases
cases dealing
review,
Apfel v. Mellon'
Mellon27presents
presents aa marvelous
marvelous example
example of
Apfel
of
bootstrap reasoning.
reasoning. The
Court bootstrapped
bootstrapped the
the
bootstrap
The Court
result
result not from
from regulations
regulations of
ofthe
theFederal
FederalReserve
Reserve
Board,
the
agency
involved
in
the
case,
but
Board, the agency involved in the case, but from
regulations
regulations of an
an entirely
entirely different
different banking
banking agency,
agency,
the OCC.

and others
others sought
sought to establish
establish an
Edge Act
Apfel and
an Edge
Corporation to engage
engage in foreign
foreign banking
banking operations.
operations.
Establishment of such a corporation required approval
from the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board.
Board. The
The applicants
applicants
alleged
duly executed
executed and
alleged that
that they
they had
had duly
and filed
filed a
certificate
the organization
organization of
of the
theproposed
proposed
certifcate for the
corporation, that
thatthe
thecertificate
certifcate fully
fully conformed
corporation,
conformed with
the requirements
requirements ofof the
that the FRB
FRB had
had
the
the act,
act, but
but that
wrongfully refused
refused to
approve the
wrongfully
to approve
the certificate
certifcate or
or to
issue aa permit to
issue
to begin
begin business
business as a body corporate
corporate
under the Act.
The FRB admitted
admitted that
that the
the articles
articles of
of association
association and
and
organization certificate
certifcate were in proper legal form, but
organization
stated itit had
stated
had refused
refused to approve
approve those
those documents
documents on
the grounds that the
the organizing group did
did not
not have
have the
qualifications
reasonably necessary
necessary to
assure the
the
qualifcations reasonably
to assure
financial
soundness, reliable
reliable and
andcompetent
competent
financial soundness,
operations
proposed corporation
engage in
operations of
of the proposed
corporation to engage
the highly
highly technical
technical activities
activities of international
international or
or
the
foreign
banking
or
other
international
or
foreign
foreign banking or other international foreign
financial operations
and that
that itit would be
operations and
be detrimental
detrimental
the public
public interest
interest to
to approve
approve the
the articles
articles or
or
to the
organization
issue aa preliminary
preliminary
organizationcertificate
certifcate and
and to issue
permit
permit to
to commence
commence business.
business.
the decision
decision to
to grant
grant or
or withhold
The court held that
that the
approval
of
the
articles
and
organization
approval
the articles and organization certifcate,
certificate,
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and
issue or
the preliminary
preliminary permit
permit to
and to
to issue
or withhold the
commence
business
was
within
the
FRB's
discretion
commence business was within the
and could not be compelled
compelled by
by mandamus.
mandamus.
The Court began
began by noting
noting that
that the
the applicable
applicable statute
statute
called
the FRB
FRB to
to "approve"
"approve" the
the articles
articles and
and
called for
for the
certifcate, and
ability to
organization certificate,
and that the ability
to approve
approve
implies the
the power to
to disapprove.
disapprove. So far so
so good. We
the bootstrap
bootstrap portion
portion of
of the opinion. The
now reach
reach the
The
Court
indicated that
the National
National Bank
Bank Act
Act isis
Court indicated
that the
28
analogous to the Edge Act
Act28,
the statute
statutein
in question
question in
in
analogous
, the
the
the case.
case. It then
then noted
noted that
that under
under the
the Comptroller's
Comptroller's
regulations relating
establishment of
national
regulations
relating to
to establishment
of aa national
bank, the Comptroller may
approve
or
disapprove
may approve or disapprove an
application
charter based
based on,
on, among
among other
other
application for
for aa charter
matters, the
the general
and experience
experience of
of the
matters,
general character
character and
organizers and
and the
the proposed
proposedofficers,
offcers, the adequacy
adequacy of
of
organizers
existing
and the
need for growth
growth
existing banking
banking facilities
facilities and
the need
and development
development in
in the
the town
town or city
city where
and
where the
the bank is
and banking
banking practices
practices of
of
to be
be located,
located, the methods
methods and
the existing bank
bank or
or banks,
banks, the
the interest
interest rate
rate charged
charged
by existing
existing banks,
banks, the
the character
character of
of the
the service they are
are
rendering to their
their community,
community, and
and the
thereasonable
reasonable
rendering
prospects for
prospects
for success
successofofthe
thenew
newbank
bankifif efficiently
effciently
managed. In
managed.
In other
other words,
words, the
the court
court was
was saying
saying that
the statute
statutegoverning
governing an
an Edge
EdgeAct
Act corporation is like
that governing a national bank;
bank; the
the Comptroller
Comptroller says
says
he is entitled to approve
approve or disapprove
disapprove aa new
new bank
bank in
he is
is entitled to approve
his discretion.
discretion. Therefore
Therefore he
approve or
disapprove a new bank in his discretion, and
and therefore
the FRB similarly
entitledto
toapprove
approve or
or disapprove
disapprove
similarly isis entitled
in its
its discretion.
discretion. In
Inother
otherwords,
words,because
because the OCC
OCC
claims
its regulations
regulations that
that ititis isentitled
entitledto to
claims by
by its
disapprove aa new
new bank
bank in its
disapprove
its discretion,
discretion, the
the statute
statute
under
under which those
those regulations
regulations were
were issued
issued authorize
authorize
the OCC to disapprove the
the bank
bank in its discretion. The
applicable statute
statute governing
governing the
the FRB
FRB in this
applicable
this case
case is
similar to
to the
the statute
statute governing
governing the
the OCC.
OCC. Therefore
Therefore
is entitled
entitled under
under the
the statute
statute to disapprove
disapprove a
the FRB is
bank
bank in its
its discretion.
discretion. But
Butas
aswe
wehave
haveseen
seen above,
above,
from
1875 until 1908 the
the OCC
OCC had
had taken
taken just the
the
from 1875
opposite position
position as
as to
to its
its discretion,
discretion, believing
believing that
that it
opposite
was required
required to
sanction the
the organization
organization of
any
was
to sanction
of any
association
complying
with
the
simple
statutory
association complying with the simple statutory
requirements
of the National
requirements of
National Bank
Bank Act.29
Act.29 Thus,
Thus, it
wasn't
at all clear
wasn't at
clear that in 1913,
1913, when
when the Edge
Edge Act
was first enacted,
enacted, Congress
Congress would
have had
had any
any
was
would have
settled view as to the degree
degreeof
of discretion
discretion the
the National
National
settled
Bank Act
Act conferred
conferred upon
upon the OCC in
in passing
passing upon a
new national bank
the OCC's then
new
bank charter.
charter. Perhaps
Perhaps the
then
recent
regulations,
untested
in
litigation,
were
utterly
recent regulations, untested in litigation, were
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inconsistent with
Congress's intent,
earlier
inconsistent
with Congress's
intent, and
and its earlier
long-standing position
long-standing
position was
was the
the correct
correct one.
one. To jump
from an
an OCC
OCC power
power claimed
claimed only
only recently
recently by
by
from
regulation to
the inference
inference that
that that
that power
power was
was
regulation
to the
embodied in
in the
the National
National Bank
Bank Act, and
embodied
and then to the
the
inference
power was
inference that that same
same power
was embodied
embodied in the
the
Edge Act represented
something of
of a leap
leap of
of faith.
represented something
Following on
from Apfel,
Apfel, we
we have
have aa far
farbetter
better
Following
on from
reasoned opinion
v. Rowe,
Rowe, 284 F.2d
F.2d 274
274
reasoned
opinionin
in FHLB
FHLB v.
(D.C. Cir. 1960).
that case,
case, two separate
separate sets
1960). In that
sets of
of
applicants
permission to
establish a
applicants applied
applied for
for permission
to establish
and loan
loan association
association in
in Largo, Florida.
federal savings and
The
Home Owners'
1933,30 which
which
The Home
Owners'Loan
LoanAct
Act of
of 1933,3°
authorized the
the organization
organization of federal
authorized
federal savings
savings and
and
loan
associations, provided:
charter shall
shall be
be
loan associations,
provided:"No
"No charter
granted
persons of good
good character
character and
and
granted except
except to
to persons
responsibility, nor
the judgment
judgment of the
the
responsibility,
nor unless
unlessinin the
necessity exists
exists for
for such
such an
an institution
institution in the
Board a necessity
the
community
to
be
served,
nor
unless
there
is
community to be served, nor unless there is aa
reasonable
probability of
reasonable probability
of its
itsusefulness
usefulnessand
andsuccess,
success,
can be
be established
established without
without undue
nor unless the same
same can
existinglocal
localthrift
thrif and
injury to
to properly
properly conducted
conducted existing
and
itself did not
home-financing institutions." The statute
statute itself
provide for
for aa hearing,
hearing, but
but the
the agency's
agency's regulations did
provide for
for aa hearing
hearing in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
ofthe
the agency.
agency.
The FHLB
FHLB granted
granted aa separate
separate hearing to each
each group
and after consideration of the two
and
two records
records granted
granted the
application
one of the
the two
two groups,
groups, the
the Hoadley
Hoadley
application of
of one
group, and denied
the Rowe
Rowe group.
group.
denied the
the application of the
The
Rowe
group
sought
declaratory
and
injunctive
The
group sought declaratory and
claiming that
that ititshould
should have
have been
been granted
granted a
relief, claiming
comparative
hearing
before
the
Board
(i.e.
a hearing
comparative hearing before the Board
hearing
would be
be which
which of two
in which
which the
the issue
issue would
two applications
applications
should be granted) rather than aa separate
hearing on
should
separate hearing
its application (in which
which the
the issue
issue would
would be
be whether
whether
its application
application should
should be
be granted).
granted). They argued
argued that
absent aa record
record showing
showing the reasons
for choosing one
absent
reasons for
group over
over the other the
group
the Court
Court should
should overturn
overturn the
the
Board's decision.
The Court held that the Rowe group was not entitled
review of
of the
the decision
decision denying
denying their
their application
application
to review
because that
matter committed
committed to
to agency
agency
because
that was
was aa matter
discretion. It began
began by
by citing
citing Apfel for the proposition
that the
the word
word "approve"
"approve" implies
implies the
the exercise
exercise of
that
of
discretion. It went on, however,
however, with
with a careful look at
discretion.
the nature
nature of the
the determination
determination to
made by the
the
the
to be made
banking
banking regulators.
regulators. ItIt said:
said: "The
"The Attorney
Attorney General's
General's
Committee on
on Administrative Procedure
Committee
Procedure in reporting
its recommendations
to
the
Congress
pointed out that
recommendations
Congress pointed

8
8

in determining
determining whether
whether individuals
individuals are
are suited
suited to
to
engage
the banking
banking business,
business, or
whether the
the
engageinin the
or whether
community needs
community
needs a bank, or whether a bank should be
insured
similar questions,
questions, a congeries
congeries of
of
insured and
and similar
imponderablesisisinvolved,
involved, calling
calling for
for almost
almost intuitive
intuitive
imponderables
special judgment
judgment so
so that
that hearings
hearings are
are not
not ordinarily
special
useful, and that the banking
banking business
business is a delicate one
one
so
that
the
advantages
and
importance
of
ready
and
so
advantages and importance of ready and
frank information
of
frank
information may
may outweigh
outweigh the
the dangers
dangers of
accepting confidential
confdential information. Accordingly, and
accepting
and
in the
the absence
absence of any
any substantial
substantial evidence
evidence that there
there
has been
been an
an abuse
abuseof
of power,
power, the
the Committee
Committee is
is not
has
prepared
to recommend
that either hearings
prepared to
recommend that
hearings be
be held
prior to
denial
or
that
in
all
cases
the
identity
of the
to denial or that in all cases the
the
author of the
be disclosed
author
the adverse
adverse evidence
evidence be
disclosed to the
the
31
applicant. 01
applicant.'"
In other
other words,
words, while
whilesome
some issues
issues are
are
appropriate to
to an
an adversarial
adversarialprocess
processwith
withaaright
right of
of
appropriate
confrontation and
and cross-examination,
cross-examination, where the
the issue
issue
is which of
of two
two applicants
applicants is
is more
more qualified
qualified to
to operate
operate
must generally be afforded great
a bank the regulators must
latitude
exercising intuitive
intuitive special
special judgment,
judgment,
latitude in exercising
rather than being
being second-guessed
second-guessed by a court.
court.
The Court reached
the opposite
opposite result
result in Klanke
The
reached the
Klanke v.
v.
32
Camp.32
Camp.
In that
that case
casethe
theCourt
Court
rejected
the
rejected the
Comptroller's position
position that
that his determination
Comptroller's
determination on an
an
application
establish aa new
new bank
bank was
was nonnonapplicationtoto establish
reviewable. It reached
that result
result even
evenwithout
without benefit
beneft
reached that
of the history of the National Bank Act.
plaintiffs had
In Klanke the plaintiffs
had applied to the Comptroller
of Currency for
for permission
permission to
to organize
organize a new national
bank. The Comptroller denied
denied the application stating
that there was
was no adequate
adequateneed
needfor
foraabanking
bankingfacility
facility
at
the proposed
proposed location,
location, that
that the
the ability
abilityand
and
at the
experience
theproposed
proposedorganizers
organizerswas
was
experience of
of the
insufficient, that
insufficient,
thatthe
the requested
requested new bank would not
not be
be
successful
proposed leadership,
leadership, that
the
successful under
under its
its proposed
that the
objects contemplated
contemplatedby
bythe
theNational
National Bank
Bank Act
Act would
objects
not
be served,
served, and
the granting
granting of the
the charter
charter
not be
and that
that the
application
detrimental to
the public
public
applicationwould
would be
be detrimental
to the
interest.
The plaintiff
plaintiff sought
soughtreview
reviewof that
of that
interest. The
determination under the APA.

The Comptroller argued
that denial
denial of an
argued that
an application
is a matter
matter committed to
to his
his discretion
discretion and
and therefore
therefore
is not
not subject
subject to judicial
judicial review.
review. The
The Klanke
Klanke court
court
explicitly declined
declined to
to extend
extend the
the reasoning
reasoning of
of Rowe
Rowe
and
Apfel to
to decisions
decisions approving
approving or
or disapproving
disapproving
and Apfel
national
finding no
no statutory
statutory
national bank
bank charters.
charters.After
Afer finding
basis in
basis
in Sections
Sections 26
26 and
and 27
27 of
of the
the National
National Bank Act,
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it stated
stated "...
"... we
weare
arepersuaded
persuaded by
by the
the consideration
consideration
that, to
deny every
review in
that,
to deny
every possibility
possibility of
of judicial
judicial review
this situation
is to vest
vest the
the Comptroller
Comptroller with
with virtually
virtually
situation is
unbridled
unbridled authority. Such
Such unlimited discretion is the
the
cornerstone of
of authoritarian
authoritarian rule.
rule. But
But it is inconsistent
cornerstone
with our
our form
form of
of government
government and
not be
be
with
anditit will not
inferred absent
clear and
andforthright
forthright manifestation
manifestation of
of
absent aa clear
33
congressional
intent.""
congressional intent."

The plaintiffs' victory
victory in
inKlanke
Klanke proved
proved to
to be
be Pyrrhic.
While granting the plaintiffs the right to review of
of the
the
denial based
based on an arbitrary
arbitrary and
and capricious
capricious standard,
standard,
the court
court noted
noted that
to
the
that they
they would
would have
have no
no right
right to
depose
to answer
answer
deposethe
the Comptroller
Comptroller nor
nor require
require him to
interrogatories,
rely almost
almost
interrogatories,and
andwould
wouldhave
have to
to rely
exclusively upon the letters denying their application,
upon affidavits
affidavits submitted
submitted by
the Comptroller
Comptroller and
and
upon
by the
upon information in
in the
the Comptroller's
Comptroller's file
fileininthe
thecase.
case.
They were ultimately
ultimately unsuccessful
unsuccessful in
in demonstrating
demonstrating
that
the
Comptroller
had
abused
his statutory
statutory
that
the Comptroller had abused his
authority.34
34
authority.
above that
that the
the legislative history
We have
have seen
seen above
history does
does
not
any fashion
fashion support
support the Comptroller's
Comptroller’s claim
not in any
that denial of an
an application is aa matter committed to
his discretion.
discretion. Whatever
Whatever discretion
discretion the Comptroller
Comptroller
may have
have in approving
approving or denying
denying aa bank
bank charter
charter is
statutory grant
grant of
of discretion but of a
the result not of a statutory
rather breathtaking
breathtaking power
power grab
grab bybythethe
rather
firstfirst
The National
National Bank
Bank Act,
Act, with its roots in
Comptroller. The
the free banking laws of
of the
the States,
States, intended to grant
the
Comptroller
of
the
Currency
virtuallyno no
the Comptroller of the Currency virtually
discretion. IfIfthe
had complied
compliedwith
with all
all of
of
discretion.
the organizers
organizers had
the
of the
the Act, the
the formal requirements
requirements of
the Comptroller
Comptroller
was to
to accept
accept aa filing
filingand
andissue
issuea certificate
a certificate
was
authorizing
bank to commence
commence business.
The
authorizing the
the bank
business. The
single
exception
to
that
proposition
is
that
the
single exception to that proposition is that the
Comptroller
was
authorized
to
reject
a
filing
if
he
Comptroller was authorized to reject a filing he
determined
that
the
organizers
had
formed
the
bank
determined that the organizers had formed
bank
for
reasons other
other than
than the
thelegitimate
legitimateobjects
objects
for reasons
contemplated
contemplated
by by
the the
Act.35

Act.35

does this
this leave
leave us?
us? Under
Under Apfel
Apfel and
and Rowe,
Rowe, ifif a
Where does
charter application
application isis filed
filed for an Edge
charter
Edge Act bank or a
savings bank
bank there
thereisis no
no right
right to court review
savings
review under
under
the APA.
APA. Under
Under Klanke,
Klanke, with
with virtually
virtually identical
identical
the
statutory
statutory language,
language,denial
denialofof an
an application
application for
for a
national
subject to
review. As aa practical
practical
national bank
bank is
is subject
to review.
matter this
this difference
matter
difference may
may not be
be significant,
significant, since
since
any review
review will
will be
any
be only
only on
on the
the basis
basis of the
the arbitrary
arbitrary

9
9

and capricious
standard,and
and will
will be
and
capricious standard,
be based
based solely
solely
upon the contents of the agency's
file.
agency's file.

(b)

APPLYING FOR A C
HANGE IN C
ONTROL
APPLYING
CHANGE
CONTROL
1.

PROCESS
P
ROCESS

12
U.S.C. §1817,
the Federal
Federal
12 U.S.C.
§ 1817,and
andRegulation
RegulationYY of the
require sixty days'
days’
Reserve
Board’s regulations36
regulations36 require
Reserve Board's
notice to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate regulatory
regulatory agency
agency by
prior notice
any person
seeking to
to acquire
acquire control
control of an
any
person seeking
an insured
insured
depository
institution.
For
this
purpose,
"control"
depository institution. For this purpose, "control"
means ownership,
ownership,control,
control,or
or the
the power
power to vote
means
vote 25
25
percent or more of any class
of
voting
securities
of
the
class of
institution. In
In addition,
addition, notice
notice may
may be
be required
required under
under
some circumstances
circumstances where
where aa proposed
proposed acquisition
acquisition that
some
would result in the
owning or controlling the
the person
person owning
the
power to
vote as
as little as
as 10
class of
10 percent
percent of
of aa class
of
power
to vote
securities.37 Within
voting securities.37
Within that
that sixty
sixty day
day time period
(which may
may be
be subject
subject to
to extension),
extension), the
the agency
agency may
disapprove
proposed change
control. The
The
disapprove the
the proposed
changeinin control.
agency
then to conduct
conduct an investigation
investigation of the
the
agency isis then
"competence,
financial
"competence,experience,
experience,integrity,
integrity, and
and fnancial
ability" of
ability"
ofeach
each person
person by or for whom the acquisition
and is to prepare
report containing, at
is to be made, and
prepare aa report
aa minimum,
minimum, aa summary
summary of
ofthe
theresults
resultsof of
its its
38
investigation.38
investigation.
It must
must also
also publish
publish notice
notice of the
the
proposed
changein
in control,
control, identifying
proposed change
identifying each
each person
person
or for
for whom
whom the
the acquisition
acquisition is
is to
tobe
bemade,
made, and
and
by or
change in
in control.
control. As in
solicit public
public comment
comment on the change
the
of a new charter
application, the
the individual
the case
case of
charter application,
seeking
to
acquire
control
(or
the
controlling
seeking to acquire control (or the controlling
shareholders,
the entity
entity
shareholders,officers
officersand
anddirectors
directorsofof the
seeking
seeking to
to acquire
acquire control)
control) must
must complete
complete the
the IBFR
39
form.39
form.
2.

TANDARDS FOR
PPROVAL OF
S
STANDARDS
FOR A
APPROVAL
C
HANGE
IN
C
ONTROL
CHANGE
CONTROL

The
appropriate federal
federal banking
banking agency
agency may
may
The appropriate
disapprove
proposed acquisition
acquisition ifif"the
“the
disapprove any
any proposed
competence,
competence,experience,
experience,ororintegrity
integrity of
of any acquiring
person or
of any
anyofofthethe
proposedmanagement
management
person
or of
proposed
personnel
indicates that
that itit would not be in the
personnel indicates
the interest
of the depositors
of
the
bank,
or
in
the
interest
of the
depositors of
bank,
the
public
to
permit
such
person
to
control
the
public to permit such person to control the bank...”. 40

bank...". 40
Here,
unlike the
thestatutes
statutesgoverning
governinginitial
initial
Here, unlike
organization
de novo
novo bank,
bank, we
we at
at least
least have
have
organizationof
of aa de
statutory authority for
statutory
for the
the bank
bank regulators
regulators to
to exercise
exercise
discretion. But the
discretion.
the breadth
breadth of that
that discretion
discretion remains
remains
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undefined and
and essentially
essentially unlimited.
unlimited. The
The phrases
phrases
undefined
"interest of the depositors" and
and "interest
"interest of
of the
the public"
public"
are
witch's
are empty
empty bottles
bottles that
that may
may be
be filled
filled with aa witch's
brew of
of irrational
irrational prejudice,
prejudice, effectively
effectively admitting
admitting
brew
members of
of the club and know the
only those
those who are members
secret handshake.
handshake.By
By way
way of example,
secret
example, in
in one
one case
case
state
banking
regulators
were
upheld
in
state banking regulators were upheld in a a
determination
that an
an individual seeking
determination that
seeking approval to
acquire control of a New York
acquire
York bank
bank could
could be
be rejected
rejected
as lacking
lacking in character
ftness on
as
character and fitness
on the
the basis
basis that
that he
he
held a controlling
controlling interest
interestininan
anout-of-state
out-of-statebank.41
bank.41
3.

H
EARING AND R
EVIEW
HEARING
REVIEW

If the
theagency
agency disapproves
disapproves aa proposed
proposed change
change in
control it must
must notify
notify the
the acquiring
acquiring party, providing a
statement
basis for the
the disapproval.
disapproval. An
statementofof the
the basis
acquiring party
party who
who is turned
down is entitled to an
acquiring
turned down
an
with
adjudicatory hearing on the record in accordance
accordance with
Section
the Administrative
AdministrativeProcedures
Procedures Act.42
Act.42
Section 554
554 of the
If, following
If,
followingthe
thehearing,
hearing, the
theproposed
proposed acquisition
acquisition is
again
disapproved the
the proposed
proposed acquiring
acquiring person
person
again disapproved
may
seek review
the decision
decision at
may seek
review of
of the
at the
the Court
Court of
of
Appeals
The decision
decision will
will be
aside ifif found
Appeals level. The
be set
set aside
to be
be arbitrary
arbitrary or
orcapricious
capricious or
ortotoviolate
violatethethe
to
procedures
established
the applicable
procedures established
by theby
applicable
statute.43

statute.43
(c)

EMOVAL OR
OR INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY B
AR
R
REMOVAL
BAR

1.
I.

ROCEDURE FOR
EMOVAL OR
P
PROCEDURE
FORR
REMOVAL
IINDUSTRY
NDUSTRY B
AR
BAR

Broadly,
Section 8(e)(1)
the Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit
Broadly, Section
8 (e)(1) of
of the
44
Insurance Act
Act44,
authorizesaa bank's
bank's primary
primary federal
, authorizes
Insurance
regulator
regulator to remove,
remove, or impose
impose aa complete
complete industry
industry
bar against,
against, any
director, offcer,
officer, employee,
employee, or
or
bar
any director,
controlling
stockholder of,
agent for, an
an insured
insured
controlling stockholder
of, or agent
depository institution,
institution, as
depository
as well as
as certain
certain others
others who
participate in
the affairs
affairs of
of an
aninsured
insured institution.
institution.
participate
in the
by service
service of
of aa written notice
Removal is commenced
commenced by
of the
the applicable
applicable agency's
agency's intention
remove, or
intention to remove,
impose an
an industry
industry bar
the individual. The
impose
bar against,
against, the
The
agency may
may simultaneously
the individual
agency
simultaneously suspend
suspend the
from
participation in the
the bank's
bank's affairs
affairs pending
pending
from participation
resolution
The notice
notice of
of
resolution of its removal
removal proceeding.
proceeding. The
intention to remove
remove must
must state
state the facts constituting
constituting
grounds for
for removal
removal and
and fix
fix a time for
grounds
for aa hearing
hearing not
later than
than 60
60 days
days after
afer service
of the
notice. If the
later
service of
the notice.
the
hearing
determination that
that there
there are
are
hearing results
results in
in aa determination
grounds for removal or
grounds
or prohibition,
prohibition,the
theagency
agency issues
issues
an
appropriate
order
or,
in
the
case
of
a
national
bank,
an
the case

10

forwards the
the ALJ's findings
forwards
findings and
and conclusions
conclusions to the
the
Board
of
Governors
of
the
Federal
Reserve
System
Board
Governors of the Federal Reserve System
for determination
determination of
ofwhether
whetheran
an order
order should
should issue.
issue.

2.

S
TANDARDS FOR
EMOVAL OR
STANDARDS
FORR
REMOVAL
IINDUSTRY
NDUSTRY B
AR
BAR

To effect removal,
removal, or an
an industry
industry bar,
bar, the
the regulatory
regulatory
agency must determine that the
the subject
subject of
of its action:
action:

a law
or or
regulation,
cease-and-desist
•• violated
violated
a law
regulation,
cease-and-desist
order or
or condition
condition imposed
imposed in
in writing
writing by the
order
the
agency
connection with
an
agency in
in connection
with the
the grant
grant of an
application or
application
or request;
request;
•• violated
violateda awritten
writtenagreement
agreement between
between the
the
institution and
institution
and the
the agency;
agency;
•• engaged
engaged or
or participated
participated in any
any unsafe
unsafe or
or
unsound practice
connection with
an
unsound
practiceinin connection
with an
institution; or
insured institution or business
business institution;
fduciary
•• committed
committeda abreach
breachof
ofthe
the subject's
subject's fiduciary
duty;
It must
It
must further find
find that
that by
by reason
reason of the violation,
practice, or
or breach:
breach:

•• the
theinstitution
institutionororbusiness
businessinstitution
institution has
has
suffered or
or will
will probably
suffered
probably suffer
suffer financial
financial loss
loss
or other
other damage;
damage;
•• the
theinterests
interestsof of
insured
depository
the the
insured
depository
institution's depositors
depositors have been
been or could be
be
prejudiced; or
•• the
thesubject
subjecthas
has received
received fnancial
financial gain
gain or
or
other
benefit by
reason of the
the violation,
violation,
other benefit
by reason
practice, or
or breach;
breach;
Finally, the
the agency
agency must
must additionally
additionally determine
determine that
the violation,
violation, practice,
practice, or
or breach:
breach:

•• involves
involvespersonal
personal dishonesty
dishonesty on
on the
the part
part of
of
the subject, or
•• demonstrates
demonstrates willful
willfulororcontinuing
continuingdisregard
disregard
of the financial
for the
the safety
safety or
or soundness
soundness of
financial
institution or
institution
or business
business institution.
As one court succinctly put it, "in
“in order
order to
to impose
impose this
sanction, the
the FDIC must
sanction,
must establish
establish each
each of the
the three
three
`misconduct' ... ‘effect,’
`effect,' ... and
statutory criteria — ‘misconduct’
statutory
45
`culpability. "'45
‘culpability.’”

Note first of
of all
allthat
thatthe
the misconduct
misconduct providing
providing aa basis
basis

for removal
removal need
need not be
be misconduct
misconduct involving the
the
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particular financial institution,
institution, or
or indeed
indeed any financial

institution at
mayalso
alsoinvolve
involveaa"business
"business
institution
at all. ItItmay
institution."
institution." AAbank
bankpresident
president skimming
skimmingcash
cash receipts
receipts
from the
the candy
candy store
store he
he operates
operates on weekends
weekends might
find
find himself
himselfthe
the subject
subject of
of aa removal
removal proceeding.
proceeding.
The misconduct
misconduct and
effect criteria
criteria either
either represent
represent
The
and efect
objective
facts
or
are
of
a
nature
almost
inherently
objective facts
are
a nature almost inherently
calling
the exercise
exercise of agency
agency discretion.
discretion. As
calling for the
As a
result, the cases
generally revolve
revolve around
around elements
elements of
of
cases generally
culpability ---- whether
whether the
the violation
violation involves
involves personal
personal
dishonesty
demonstrates willful
dishonesty and
and whether
whetheritit demonstrates
willful or
of
continuing disregard
disregard for the
the safety
safety and
and soundness
soundness of
the institution.
In
either
case,
when
it
comes
to
those
institution. In either case, when it comes to those
criteria we are dealing
dealing with
with determinations
of the
the kind
kind
determinations of
made by courts
courts rather
rather than
boards of
typically made
than by
by boards
of
directors in
in the
the course
course of
ofmanaging
managingtheir
theirbusinesses.
businesses.
This is
is undoubtedly
undoubtedly clearest
clearest where
where aa case
case involves
involves
personal dishonesty.
regard, an
personal
dishonesty. In
In that regard,
an agency
agency is
is not
limited to
limited
to examining
examining the
the statutory
statutory elements
elements of a crime
in determining
determining whether itit involves
involves personal
personal dishonesty.
dishonesty.
is entitled to look at
The agency
agency is
at the
the underlying
underlying facts.
facts.
For example in Hendrickson v.
v. FDIC,46
FDIC,46 the
the FDIC had
removed the
bank based
based on
on his
his
removed
the president
presidentofof aa bank
willful failure
conviction on aa willful
failure to
to file
fileaaForm
Form 8300
8300 (the
form required
required to
to report
report cash
cash receipts
receipts over
over $10,000)
$10,000)
the IRS
IRS while
while employed
employed in
in his
his brother's
brother's coin
coin
with the
dealership
precious metals
metals business.
business. The
The
dealership and
and precious
president argued
argued that removal was
was improper
improperbecause
because
failure to fle
fileaaform
formwith
withthe
theIRS
IRSdoes
doesnot
notnecessarily
necessarily
involve
personal dishonesty.
dishonesty. However,
court
involve personal
However, the
the court
upheld
the
agency's
decision
because
while
the
upheld the agency's decision because while the
president
hadpleaded
pleadedguilty
guiltyonly
onlytotowillful
willful failure to
president had
file the
file
the form,
form, the
the record
record indicated
indicated that
that he
he had
had backbackdated aa copy
copy of
of the
the form
form he
he was
was required
requiredtotofile
fle and
dated
and
placed
fles
placed aa copy of the
the document
document in the
the business's
business's files
to mislead the IRS auditors.
auditors.
The more
nebulousarea
areaisisinin the
the phrase
phrase"willful
"willful or
The
more nebulous
continuing disregard
continuing
disregard for
for the
the safety
safety or
or soundness
soundness of the
institution." Most
institution."
Most of
of the
the litigation
litigationininthis
thisarea
areafocuses
focuses
and particularly on
on that phrase,
phrase, and
on what
what constitutes
constitutes
"willful or
"willful
orcontinuing"
continuing"disregard.
disregard.
47
In
Brickner v.v.FDIC,
FDIC, 47
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs argued
argued
the
In Brickner
unsuccessfully
that"willful
"willful or
unsuccessfully that
or continuing
continuing disregard"
disregard"
constitutes aa single standard
standard and
and that
that the
the language
language of
of
constitutes
that phrase
is too
too vague
vague to
to allow
allow its application
phrase is
application absent
absent
some clarification
clarifcation by
some
by the
the FDIC.
FDIC.The
TheCourt
Courtaccepted
accepted
the agency's
agency'sinterpretation
interpretationthat
that"willful
"willful disregard"
disregard" and
and
"continuing
disregard" present
present two
twodistinct,
distinct,
"continuing disregard"
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alternative standards
standardsfor
for removal,
removal, and
and that although
alternative
although
"continuing disregard"
disregard" may require
require some
some showing
showing of
of
knowledge
of wrongdoing,
wrongdoing, itit does
proof
knowledge of
does not require
require proof
of intent
intent as
as "willful
"willful disregard."
of the
the same
same degree
degree of
disregard."
Use of
of the
the word
word"disregard,"
"disregard,"suggested
suggested voluntary
voluntary
Use
inattention. Thus the "continuing
"continuing disregard"
disregard" standard
standard
refers to a mental
mental state
stateshort
shortof
of"willfulness"
"willfulness" and akin
to
to "recklessness.",48
"recklessness." 48

It seems
seems fair
say that
that to be
be guilty of
of continuing
continuing
fair to say
disregard one must be something more than negligent,
but need
not be
be"really
"really really
really negligent."
negligent." Continuing
need not
disregard falls
falls between
thesetwo
two bookends.
bookends. As one
disregard
between these
one
annotator
"The cases
cases under
under §1818(e)
§ 1818(e) also
annotator put
put it, "The
suggestthat
thataafinding
finding of `continuing
suggest
‘continuing disregard
disregard of the
the
safety
soundness of an
aninsured
insured depository
depository
safety or soundness
institution'
minimum, aa pattern
pattern of
institution' requires,
requires,atat aa minimum,
of
negligent
conduct involving several
several (that
more
negligent conduct
(that is, more
than
than two)
two) instances
instances of
ofmisconduct."49
misconduct.”49 By
way of
By way
illustration,ininKim
Kimv.v.Office
OficeofofThrift
Thrif Supervision50
illustration,
Supervision50
the
Court held that
where aa bank
bank officer
officer was
was one
one of
of
the
that where
several officers
officers and
and directors
directors who
who approved
several
approved aa few
questionable loans out of hundreds of loans, and that a
few
relatively minor
minor and
and technical
technical violations
violations of
few relatively
of
banking
occurred while
while the director
banking regulations
regulations occurred
director was
was
the president
president of the bank,
bank, the
the OTS's
OTS's allegations
allegations did
not rise to the level of continuing
disregard.
continuing disregard. See
See also
also
51
[Anonymous]
FDIC, where
where an
an individual
individual only
only
[Anonymous]v.v. FDIC,"
tangentially
involved in two or
tangentially involved
or three
three loans
loans was
was not
the statute.
statute. On
guilty of
of continuing
continuing disregard
disregard under
under the
the other
other hand,
hand, in
in Brickner v.
v. FDIC52
FDIC52 the Court held
that accepting
cashier that
that he
he would
accepting assurances
assurances ofof aa cashier
correct
had been
been
correct excessive
excessivegrants
grantsof
of credit
credit which had
criticized
on three
three separate
separate occasions
occasions by
by the
the
criticized on
examiners constituted
constituted continuing disregard under the
examiners
statute.
In the 11th Circuit,
Circuit, even
even aa series
series of negligent banking
practices isis apparently
apparently insuffcient
insufficient to
to establish
establish
practices
continuing
continuing disregard.
disregard.InIn Doolittle
Doolittle v.
v. National
National Credit
Union
Admin.53 the
the Court,
Court, construing
construing aa somewhat
somewhat
Union Admin.53
similar statute,
statute, and
Brickner, suggested
suggested that
and citing Brickner,
that in
order to constitute continuing disregard the conduct in
question "must have
have the
the same
same magnitude
magnitude as
as personal
personal
dishonesty."
seems inconsistent
inconsistent with
the
dishonesty."This
This seems
with the
1818(e). As originally
legislative history of
of §§1818(e).
originally enacted
enacted
in 1966,
personal dishonesty
required for
1966, personal
dishonesty was
was required
removal. The
toadd
addthe
thewillful
willful
The statute
statute was amended
amended to
and continuing disregard
and
disregard language.
language. The reason
reason for the
amendmentwas
wasexplicitly
explicitly to increase
increase the
theauthority
authority of
of
amendment
banking
regulators
to
remove
officers
and
directors
banking regulators to remove
and directors
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where conduct
conduct did
did not
notnecessarily
necessarilydemonstrate
demonstrate
where
personal
dishonesty but
but was
was nevertheless
neverthelesssufficiently
suffciently
personal dishonesty
adverseto
to the
the interests
interestsof
of the
the institution to require
adverse
require
their removal.
removal. In
In the
the words
words ofofthe
theFederal
FederalReserve
Reserve

Board, recommending
recommending amendment
amendment of
Board,
of §1818(e),
"Under
present law (Section 8(e)
of the
the Federal
Federal
"Under present
8(e) of
Deposit Insurance
InsuranceAct),
Act), aa bank
bankdirector
directoror
orofficer
offcer who
has engaged
engaged inin aa violation
violation of
of aalaw,
law,rule,
rule,or or
has
regulation...
may be removed
regulation... may
removed only where
where he
he shown
shown
that he has
in an act amounting to personal
has engaged
engaged in
personal
dishonesty.
Suchaashowing
showingisisoften
ofendifficult
diffcult to
dishonesty. Such
to make,
make,
and the
the present
presentlaw
law thus
thus effectively
effectively bars
bars removal
removal of
of
and
individuals who
whohave
haverepeatedly
repeatedly demonstrated
demonstrated gross
gross
negligence in the operation or
or management
management of aa bank,
or a willful
disregard
for
the
safety
of
willful disregard for the safetyand
and soundness
soundness of
the bank, but who cannot be shown to have exhibited
personal
personal dishonesty.”54

dishonesty."54
3.

H
EARING AND R
EVIEW.
HEARING
REVIEW.

The
person served
notice of intention
intention to
to
The person
servedwith
with aa notice
remove isis entitled
entitled to
hearing on
the record
record in
remove
to a hearing
on the
55
accordance with
with the APA.
APA.55
A party to the proceeding
accordance
A
may obtain review by the
the Court of
of Appeals
Appeals where
where the
home
the institution
institution is located
located or
the
home office
office of
of the
or in the
Court
of
Appeals
for
the
District
of
Colombia
Court Appeals for the District of Colombia
56
Circuit.56
The decision
decisionwill
will be set
aside ifif found to be
Circuit.
The
set aside
be
arbitrary
capricious or to
to violate
violatethe
theprocedures
procedures
arbitrary or capricious
established by
by the
the applicable
applicablestatute.57
statute.57

III.
II.

HE FOUR
FOUR SONS:
SONS: CASE
CASE STUDIES
STUDIES
T
THE
APPLYING L
EGAL FRAMEWORK
FRAMEWORK TO
APPLYING
LEGAL
S
PECIFIC FACTS.
FACTS.
SPECIFIC

"It follows
"It
followsthat
thatthere
there are
are four
four sons:
sons: One
One
wise; and one wicked; One simple; and
one who
who knows
knows not
not how
how to
to ask."
one
ask."

(a)

T
HE WISE
WISE SON
SON
THE

Mr. Banks
Banks has aa long history in
in the
the banking
banking industry.
industry.
His family
family going
goingback
backmany
manygenerations
generations have
have been
been
bankers
and his
his grandfather
grandfather was
was the
the founder
founder of
of what
bankers and
was formerly
formerly the
the leading
leading bank
bank in
in his
hissuburban
suburban
was
community.
Mr.Banks
Banksserved
served as
as Chairman
Chairman and
and
community. Mr.
Chief
was
Chief Executive
ExecutiveOfficer
Officerof
of that
that bank
bank until
until it was
acquired
acquired several
severalyears
yearsago
agobybya alarger
largerinstitution.
institution. At
At
the time
time of
of the
theacquisition
acquisition an
aninvestigation
investigation was
was
the
pending
relating to the bank's
possible violations
violations of
of
pending relating
bank's possible
Bank Secrecy
Secrecy Act.58
Act.58 Mr. Banks
Banks explains
explains that
that he
he
the Bank
had no personal
personal involvement
involvement in any
had
any of
of these
these possible
possible
violations.
However,
not most
most of
of the
the
However,many
manyifif not
violations could
fact that
that his
his
violations
could be
be attributed
attributed to
to the
the fact
relatively small
proftable
small institution
institution had
had never
never been
been profitable
enough to
to justify installing
enough
installing state-of-the-art
state-of-the-art sofware
software
for monitoring
monitoring compliance
compliance and
and preparing
preparing suspicious
suspicious
activity
reports. The
The individual
individual in
in charge
charge of BSA
BSA
activity reports.
compliance
developed the bank's
bank's compliance
compliance
compliance had
had developed
program using
using spreadsheets
spreadsheets and
other generalgeneralprogram
and other
purpose
software coupled
coupled with a great deal of manual
purpose software
entry
and review
review of transactions.
transactions. The
The acquiring
acquiring
entry and
institution
had insisted
insisted that
that the
the investigation
investigation be
be
institution had
terminated prior
prior to closing
terminated
closing of
of the
the purchase,
purchase, so
so Mr.
Banks, as
well as
as well
as the
the bank
bank he
he was
was managing,
managing, entered
entered
and desist
desist order
order with respect
into aa cease
cease and
respect to future
future
Mr. Banks'
Banks' entire
entire
violations of the Bank Secrecy
SecrecyAct.
Act. Mr.
business
life has
spent in banking,
business life
has been
been spent
banking, and
and he
he has
has
recently
offered the opportunity to
recently been
been offered
to purchase
purchase a
substantialblock
blockof
of stock
stock in
in aa private
private offering
offering by a
substantial
proposed
de
novo
bank,
and
to
become
proposed de
become its chairman.
chairman.
This
bank will
also be
be aa community
community bank,
bank, but
but the
the
This bank
will also
suggestsititwill
willbe
besignificantly
signifcantly
offering memorandum
memorandum suggests
larger than
than the
the institution Mr.
larger
Mr. Banks
Banks previously
previously led,
led,
the other
other organizers
organizers envision
envision aa rapid
rapid expansion
expansion of
of
and the
the
institution's
operations
by
establishing
new
the institution's operations
establishing new
branches
in nearby communities.
branches in

Mekhilta of
Mekhilta
of R.
R. Ishmael
Ishmael (c. 300)

For
purposes of
the discussion
discussion that
let's
For purposes
of the
that follows, let's
assume that
that each
eachof
of four
four separate
clients come
come to
to you
assume
separate clients
expressing
entering the
the banking
banking
expressinganan interest
interest in
in entering
business.
Each
of
these
clients
has
been
successful
business. Each
these clients has been successful
financially in
financially
inother
other felds,
fields,but
buteach
eachalso
alsocarries
carries at
at least
least
some baggage
baggagefrom
fromhis
hisprior
prior business
businesslife.
life. We'll
We'll call
some
Banks, Mr.
Mr. Tippets,
Tippets, and
and Mr.
the clients
clients Mr.
Mr. Banks,
Mr. Lord, Mr.
Stock.

12

While
you are
are at
at lunch,
lunch, Mr.
Mr.Banks
Banks happens
happens to
to
While you
mention an
an article in
mention
in the
the newspaper
newspaper indicating that
that
one of his
one
his favorite
favorite Italian
Italianrestaurants
restaurants was
was recently
recently
shut down
down as
as the
the result
result of an IRS seizure
shut
seizure for unpaid
unpaid
taxes.
taxes. He
tells you
you that
that he
he had
had heard
heard that
that the
the
He tells
restaurant
had been
been under
under FBI
FBI surveillance because
restaurant had
because itit
had developed
reputation as
as aa meeting
place for
had
developed aa reputation
meeting place
members
had always
always liked
membersof
of organized
organizedcrime.
crime. He had
restaurant, and
and in
in fact had for years
the restaurant,
years been getting a
birthday card from itit just
just before
before his birthday.
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Let's take a look
look at
at the
the possible
possible areas
areas of concern
concern the
the
regulators might have
about
Mr.
Banks,
and
see
what
have
Mr. Banks, and see
we can
can do to
to smooth
smooth the
the approval
approval process
process for him.
him.
Recalling
Recalling the
the factors
factors to
to be
be considered,
considered, there
there should be
no issue
about his
his being
being familiar
familiar with banking
issue about
banking laws
laws
and regulations,
regulations, and
and his experience
is relevant to the
and
experience is
the
services to be
There may
may be
be some
some
types of services
be provided. There
concern that
that he
he has
has never
never had
had primary
primary responsibility
concern
for aa bank
bank of
of the
the size
size called
called for
for by
bythe
thebusiness
business plan,
plan,
so we may want to urge him
him to
to add
add at
at least
least one senior
officer
experience atat aa larger
larger bank
bank to his
his
officer with experience
management team.
the most
most serious
serious
management
team.No
No doubt
doubt the
problem
we will
problem we
will need
need to
to deal
deal with
withisisthe
thecease
cease and
and
desist order
Banks entered
order to
to
desist
order Mr.
Mr. Banks
enteredinto
into in
in order
facilitate closing
closing the sale
sale of the
the bank
bank he
he previously
previously
managed. Failure
Failure to
to ensure
ensure that
that all
alltransactions
transactions
managed.
requiring reporting
reporting were
were duly
duly recorded
recorded and
and reported
reported
may be cited by the
Mr.
the regulators as
as indications that Mr.
Banks
is
not
sufficiently
"competent."
Our
Banks is not sufficiently "competent."
will need
application will
need to
to explain
explain in
in considerable
considerable detail
the circumstances
surrounding both
both the
the violation
violation and
circumstances surrounding
and
the execution
execution of
of the
the cease
ceaseand
anddesist
desistorder.
order.We
Wewill
will
need to
careful here
here because
because casting
the
need
to be careful
castingall
all of the
blame on subordinates
subordinates might
be regarded
regarded as
as an
an
blame
might be
59
absenceof
of "a
"a history
history of responsibility.
absence
responsibility.""'9

In an
an ideal
ideal world
world we
we would
would like
liketotobebeable
abletoto
demonstrate that
that Mr.
Mr. Banks had
demonstrate
had recommended
recommended to his
board
that they devote
to installing
board that
devote more
more resources
resources to
BSA compliant
and that
that his board
BSA
compliant systems,
systems, and
board had
had
overruled
Failing that,
overruledhim
himon
onthat
thatpoint.
point. Failing
that, we
we will
will
want
to
ensure
that
the
business
plan
calls
want ensure that the business plan calls for
acquiring the most
acquiring
most up-to-date
up-to-date and
and the
the best
best regarded
regarded
software and
and systems
systemsfor
for BSA compliance,
and for
software
compliance, and
BSA compliance
compliance officer
offcer
hiring a highly
highly experienced
experienced BSA
with
at another
another bank.
bank. We may
with an
an unblemished record at
also want to recommend
also
recommend that the Bank outsource
outsource its
audit function
function to
to aa firm
frm of
internal audit
of sufficient
sufficientstature
stature to
inspire confdence
on
the
part
of
the
regulators.
confidence on the part of the regulators.
With the
the wide
wide discretion
discretion conferred
conferred on regulators
regulators in
the bank approval process,
nothing is entirely certain,
process, nothing
certain,

but on
onbalance,
balance,with
with
proper
planning
but
proper
planning
and and
presentation,
we should
should be
be able
able to
to push
presentation, we
push Mr. Banks'
Banks'
application
through
to
fruition
without
a
great
deal
of
application through to fruition
a great deal of
difficulty.
Suppose,however,
however,that
thatshortly
shortly before
before expiration
expiration of
of
Suppose,
the period for public
public comment
comment on the application you

get
disturbing call
call from
fromthe
theagency
agencyofficial
official
get aa disturbing
managing
you that
that he
he has
has
managing your
your application.
application. He
He tells you
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just received
the results
results of
of a routine inquiry made
received the
made to
the FBI about
about Mr.
Mr. Banks,
Banks, and
and the FBI
FBI indicates
indicates that
the
Mr. Banks
Banks maybe
maybe an
an associate
associate of organized
organized crime.
crime.
He suggests
suggests that
raises serious
serious questions
questions about
about
that this raises
Mr.
Banks' personal
personal honesty
Mr. Banks'
honestyand
andintegrity.
integrity. He further
points out
out that
that ititis is
applicant'sburden
burdento to
points
thethe
applicant's
demonstrate
honesty
and
integrity
and
invites
demonstrate honesty and integrity and invites
submission
of
evidence
on
the
point.
You
ask
him to
submission of evidence on the point.
provide
information to
to which
provide a
a copy of the
the adverse
adverse information
you have
have to respond,
respond, and he refuses,
refuses, saying that such
information is exempt
exempt from
from disclosure
disclosure as
as information
compiled for the purpose
of a criminal investigation
compiled
purpose of
investigation
under the Privacy Act.60
What do we do now?
Act.60 What
As noted
as aa general
general matter
matter there
there isis no
no right
noted above,
above, as
to a hearing
hearing in connection
connection with an
an application
application to the
the
of aa new bank charter
charter or to
OCC to approve issuance
issuance of
authorize aa bank
bank to commence
business. The OCC's
authorize
commence business.
OCC's
regulations provide
for aa discretionary
discretionary hearing.
hearing.
regulations
provide only for
Do we then
then ask
ask for
for aa discretionary
discretionary hearing
hearing to
toaddress
address
the concerns
concerns raised
raisedby
bythe
theFBI's
FBI's information?
information? Almost
Almost

certainly
certainly not.
not. We
We are
arenot
not looking
lookingfor
for the
the kind
kind of
of
hearing
notice to
to the
the general
general
hearing that
that would
would call
call for notice
public, aa presentation
on behalf
behalf of the
presentation on
the applicant
applicant and
and
questions from
from anyone
questions
anyone who might
might happen
happen to
to show
show up.
up.
The
type
of
hearing
called
for
by
the
OCC's
The type of hearing called for by the OCC's
regulations simply would not provide a suitable forum
either the
the legal issue
issue of
of Mr.
Mr. Banks's
for us
us to
to address
address either
Banks's
right to
adverse information
information in order to
to access
access to the adverse
rebut it, or
or the
the fact
fact issue
issue of whether
whether Mr.
Mr. Banks
Banks lacks
lacks
the
requisite honesty
honesty and
andintegrity
integrity to
to run a bank. As
the requisite
the Comptroller's
hearing
Comptroller's Licensing
Licensing Manual
Manual says,
says, “A
"A hearing
proceedingnor
nor aa forum
forum for
is neither an adversarial
adversarial proceeding
the
the presentation
presentation or
or settlement
settlement of
oflegal
legalarguments."61
arguments.”61
The time has
come to
to put
put on
on our litigator's hat.
The
has come
hat. Our
argument is
is that
that if
if the
argument
the OCC intends
intends to rely
rely on
on secret
secret
sources to
to deny
deny an
anapplication
application based
basedon
onaafinding
fnding that
sources
organizers or
or management
managementdo
donot
nothave
haveaa"history
"history of
of
organizers
responsibility, personal
personal honesty,
honesty, and
responsibility,
and integrity,"
integrity," or that
proposed management
management isis not
not "competent"
"competent" or lacks the
"ability
and experience
experience relevant
"ability and
relevanttoto the
the types
types of
of
services to
to be
be provided,"
provided," the organizers are
are entitled to
services
the source
source of
of that
that information.
information. We
confront and rebut the
will
present
this
argument
frst
to
the
will present
argument first to the OCC
OCC and
and then,
then,
if we
we are
are unsuccessful
unsuccessful at
level, to aa court.
court.
at that
that level,
Essentially we
we will
will prepare
brief. That
That brief
brief will
will be
Essentially
prepare aa brief.
be
presented
first to
to the
the OCC
OCC in the form of
presented first
of aa letter,
letter, and
and
if we
if
we are
are unsuccessful
unsuccessful in persuading the OCC that our
position
is
be modifed
modified as
as aa court
court
position is correct,
correct,itit will be
filing.
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Our presentation
presentation will
will run something like this:
this:

A
A quick
quick look
lookatatthe
the factors
factors the
the OCC's
OCC's regulations
regulations call

consider in
inconnection
connection with
with aa new
new charter
charter
for itit totoconsider
convincingly that
that several
several of
of
application demonstrates
demonstrates convincingly
those
factors call for
those factors
for decisions
decisions that are by their
their nature
nature
businessmen's judgments,
businessmen's
judgments, and
and are
are thus
thus appropriate to
leave to
the discretion
discretion of
of agencies
agencies with
with unique
unique
leave
to the
industry expertise.
industry
expertise.
For
example, whether
whether the
the
For example,
proposed bank
support its
proposed
bank has
has sufficient
sufficient capital
capital to
to support
projected
volume and
projected volume
and type of
of business,
business, or whether
whether
proposed
management
is
"competent"
to
manage
proposed management is "competent" manage a
bank are
are questions
questions courts
courts are
are ill-equipped
ill-equipped toto
bank
determine. Whether
Whether the
the bank
bank can
can be
be expected
expected to
determine.
achieve
likewise aa
achieve and
and maintain
maintainprofitability
proftability is
is likewise
business
determination ill-suited for
business determination
forsecond-guessing
second-guessing
by aa judge.
judge. InInevaluating
evaluatingthese
these business
business type
type
by
questions
the OCC
OCC effectively functions
questions the
functions as
as aa super
super
Board
Directors, presumably
presumably applying
applying the
the same
same
Board of Directors,
analytic tools and
and reaching
reaching a conclusion in
in the
the same
same
manner
as we
we would
would expect
the Board
Board of Directors
manner as
expect the
Directors
itself
itself to
to use.
use.
In contrast, other items to be considered
considered require moral

or
values-oriented judgments
judgments about
about particular
particular
or values-oriented
individuals. Whether
Whetherthe
theexperience
experience of
of the
the proposed
proposed
directors is
relevant to
the types
types of services
services to be
be
directors
is relevant
to the
provided,
organizershave
haveaa history
history of
of
provided, and
and whether
whether organizers
responsibility, personal
integrity are
are
responsibility,
personal honesty
honesty and
and integrity
matters on which the
the OCC
OCC has
has no more expertise than
aa court, and matters
matters like those
those on which courts
courts have
have
traditionally
passed.
And
indeed
the
cases
suggest
that
traditionally passed. And indeed the cases
where
similar to
where aa denial is
is based
based upon
upon judgments
judgments similar
those traditionally
courts the
the affected
affected
those
traditionally made
made by
by courts
individual
individual have
have recourse
recourse to the
the courts
courts and are entitled
an opportunity
opportunity to rebut
rebut the
the specifc
specific evidence
evidence on
to an
which
which the
the OCC
OCCproposes
proposes to
to base
base its action.
action.
62

Greene v. McElroy,62
McElroy, the petitioner, an aeronautical
In Greene
engineer,
general manager
private
engineer, was
was the
the general
managerof
of a private
corporation engaged
engaged in
in developing
developing and
and producing
producing for
the Armed Forces
Forces goods
goods involving military
militarysecrets.
secrets.
the
The
military contracts
contracts required
required the
the corporation
corporation to
The military
exclude anyone
anyone not
not holding
holding a security clearance
from
exclude
clearance from
its premises.
premises. The
The Department
Department of
of Defense,
Defense, without
explicit
authorization by
either the
the President
President or
or
explicit authorization
by either
Congress,
promulgated regulations
regulations governing
governing
Congress, had
had promulgated
administrative
grant or
administrative hearings
hearingstotobe
be held
held on
on the
the grant
denial
security clearance.
clearance. These
Theseregulations
regulations
denial of aa security
permitted the
agency to
to deny
deny access
access to
to adverse
adverse
permitted
the agency
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information
"tending to
to compromise
compromise investigative
investigative
information "tending
sources
confidential
sourcesoror methods
methodsoror the
the identity
identity of confdential
informants." InInaccordance
informants."
accordance with
withthese
these regulations,
regulations,
petitioner Greene
opportunity to
petitioner
Greenewas
wasnot
notgiven
giventhe
the opportunity
confront or
confront
or cross-examine
cross-examine witnesses
witnesses against
against him.
him.
Following such
was stripped
stripped of his
Following
such aa hearing,
hearing, Greene
Greene was
security
clearance on
the grounds
grounds ofofalleged
alleged
security clearance
on the
Communistic
Communistic associations
associationsand
andsympathies.
sympathies. As
As a
result,
him and
result, the corporation
corporation discharged
discharged him
and he
he was
was
unable to obtain other
other employment
employment as
as an
an aeronautical
engineer. He
engineer.
He sued
sued for
for aa judgment
judgment declaring
declaring that
that the
the
revocation of his
was unlawful and
his security
security clearance
clearance was
void and
and an
an order
order restraining
restraining the
the Secretaries
Secretaries of the
the
Armed Forces
from
acting
on
it.
The
court
held
that
Forces from acting on it. The court held that
in the absence
of explicit
explicit authorization from
absence of
from either
either the
President or
or Congress,
the Secretaries
Secretariesof
of the
the Armed
President
Congress, the
Forces were
were not
not authorized
authorized to deprive Greene
Forces
Greene of his
job
job in
in aa proceeding
proceeding in
in which
which he
he was
was not
not afforded
afforded the
the
safeguards of
of confrontation
confrontation and
safeguards
and cross-examination.
The issue,
as the
the Court
Court framed
The
issue, as
framed it, was
was whether
whether the
the
Department of
of Defense
Defense has
has been
been authorized to create
create
an industrial security clearance
program under
under which
which
an
clearance program
affected
and may
may be
be
affected persons
personsmay
may lose
lose their
their jobs
jobs and
restrained in following
following their
theirchosen
chosen professions
professions on
on the
basis
their fitness
ftness
basis of fact
fact determinations
determinations concerning
concerning their
made in
in proceedings
in which they
for clearance
clearance made
proceedings in
they are
are
denied
the traditional
traditional procedural
procedural safeguards
safeguards of
denied the
of
confrontation and
and cross-examination.
cross-examination. It stated
confrontation
stated "the
"the
question which
which must
must be
be decided
decided in
in this case
is not
question
case is
whether
the President
has inherent
inherent power
power to
to act
act or
whether the
President has
whether
has granted
granted him
him such
whether Congress
Congress has
such a power;
power;
rather, itit isis whether
either
the
President
or
Congress
whether either the President or Congress
exercised
power and
and delegated
delegated to
the
exercisedsuch
suchaa power
to the
Department of Defense the authority to fashion such
such a
program.
is worth
worth quoting
The case
case is
quoting at
at some
some length.

Certain principles
Certain
principles have
have remained
remained relatively
immutable in
in our
our jurisprudence.
jurisprudence. One
One of
of these
these
is that
that where
where governmental
governmental action
action seriously
seriously
injures an
an individual,
individual,and
andthe
thereasonableness
reasonableness
of the
the action
action depends
depends on
findings, the
the
on fact
fact fndings,
evidence used to prove the Government's
case
Government's case
be disclosed
disclosed to
to the
the individual so
must be
so that
that he
he
hasananopportunity
opportunity
to show
it is 63
has
to show
that itthat
is untrue.
untrue
.61
...

We must
must determine
determine against
against this
this background,
background,
whether the
the President
President or
or Congress
Congress has
has
whether
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delegated
to the
the Department
delegated to
Department of Defense
Defense the
the
authority
by-pass these
these traditional
traditional and
and
authority to by-pass
well-recognized
safeguardsinin an
an industrial
well-recognized safeguards
industrial
security clearance program which
which can
can operate
operate
to injure individuals
individuals substantially
substantially by denying
denying
them the
the opportunity
opportunity to follow
follow chosen
chosen
to them
private
private professions.64

professions.64

The court pointed out that nowhere
nowhere in the
the applicable
applicable
statute,
amendments, was
specific
statute, or
or its amendments,
was there
there any
any specifc
clearance program
program similar
similar to that
authority to
to create
create a clearance
in question
We
deal here
here with
with substantial
substantial restraints
restraints on
We deal
employment opportunities
opportunities of numerous
employment
numerous
persons imposed
persons
imposedininaa manner
mannerwhich
which isis in
notions of
of fair
conflict with
with our
our long-accepted
long-accepted notions
procedures.65
procedures.65
...
whether, in the
Before we are asked
asked to judge whether,
the
context of
of security
security clearance
clearance cases,
cases, a person
person
may
his
may be
be deprived
deprivedofof the
the right
right to
to follow his
chosen profession
professionwithout
without full
full hearings
chosen
hearings where
accusersmay
may be
be confronted,
confronted, it must
accusers
must be
be made
made
clear that
that the President
within
clear
President or Congress,
Congress, within
their respective
respective constitutional
powers,
constitutional powers,
their
specifically
has decided
decided that
that the
the imposed
imposed
specifcally has
procedures
are necessary
and warranted and
procedures are
necessary and
and
has
authorized their
their use.
use. Such
Such decisions
decisions
has authorized
cannot be assumed
or noncannot
assumed by acquiescence
acquiescence or
action. [Citations
omitted].
They
must
be
[Citations omitted]. They must be
made
not only
only totoassure
assure that
that
made explicitly
explicitly not
individuals
deprived of
of cherished
cherished
individuals are
are not deprived
rights under
under procedures
procedures not
notactually
actually
rights
[citation omitted]
authorized, [citation
omitted]but
butalso
alsobecause
because
of doubtful
explicit action,
action, especially
especially in areas
areas of
constitutionality, requires careful and
purposeful consideration by
by those
those responsible
responsible
for enacting
enacting and
and implementing
implementing our
our laws.
laws.
Without
explicit action
action byby
lawmakers,
Without explicit
lawmakers,
decisions of
of great
decisions
great constitutional
constitutional import and
and
effect
would be
be relegated
relegated by
default to
to
effect would
by default
administrators
who,
under
our
system
of
administrators who, under our system of
government, are
are not
not endowed
endowed with
with authority
government,
to decide them.

Where administrative
action has
Where
administrative action
has raised
raised
serious constitutional
constitutional problems, the Court
serious
Court has
has
assumed
Congress or
the President
President
assumedthat
that Congress
or the
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intended to afford those affected by the action
the traditional
traditionalsafeguards
safeguardsofofdue
dueprocess.66
process.66
....
of explicit
explicit
We decide
decide only that in the absence
absence of
authorization
either the
the President
President or
authorization from
from either
Congress
the respondents
respondents were
werenotnot
Congress the
empoweredto
to deprive
deprivepetitioner
petitionerof
of his
his job
job in
empowered
proceeding in
in which he was not afforded the
aa proceeding
safeguards
confrontation and
and crosscrosssafeguardsofof confrontation
67
examination.67
examination.
Just as
as with
with the regulations under scrutiny in
Just
in Greene,
Greene,
the OCC's
OCC's regulations
regulations relating
the grant
grant or
or
the
relatingtoto the
withholding of approval
approval to form
form aa new
new bank
bank have
have
withholding
been
neither required
required nor
nor explicitly
explicitly authorized
been neither
authorized by the
the
applicable statute
statute---- here
herethe
theNational
NationalBank
BankAct.
Act. The
applicable
teaching of Greene
Greene is
is that
that under
under those
those circumstances
circumstances
an
agency
determination
having
the
effect of
of
an agency determination having the effect
preventing an
following his
his chosen
chosen
preventing
an individual
individual from following
profession, he must
must be
be afforded
afforded aa hearing
hearing in
in which he
has the
the opportunity
opportunity to confront
has
confront witnesses
witnesses providing
the information
information on which
which the
the agency's
agency's decision
decision is
the
based,
andisisentitled
entitled to
to review
review of that decision by the
based, and
courts.

One might
might argue
argue that
thatGreene
Greeneisishighly
highlyfact-specific
fact-specifc in
One
that it deals
for whom
deals with
with an
an aeronautical
aeronautical engineer,
engineer, for
denial of aa security
denial
security clearance
clearance was
was equivalent
equivalent to an
an
virtually all
industry bar because
because virtually
all potential
potential employers
employers
were
likely to
were likely
to have
have at
at least
least some
some military
militarycontracts.
contracts.

However,
However, the
the cases
casesindicate
indicatethat
that the
the principle
principle of
of
Greene is
is not
not so
so limited.
limited.
Greene
In Connelly v. Comptroller
of Currency,68
Currency,68 the
Comptroller of
theplaintiff
plaintiff
had been
been employed
employed in
in the Texas
Texas banking
banking community
had
for approximately
approximately 20 years.
years. InIn1983
1983he
heaccepted
accepted an
an
offer
to become
become president
president of
new national
national bank
bank
offer to
of a new
which was
was in the
the process
process of organization.
organization. After
which
Afer
receiving
the plaintiff's
plaintiffs biographical
receiving the
biographical information,
information, the
the
examiner reviewing
reviewing the
the application contacted
one of
of
examiner
contacted one
his
colleagues who
was reviewing
reviewing the
the holding
holding
his colleagues
who was
company of
of two banks
of which the plaintiff
plaintiff had
company
banks of
had been
been
president.
president. The
examiner asked
asked the
the colleague
colleague to
The examiner
gather what
what information
information she
shecould
couldasastotothe
theplaintiff's
plaintifs
gather
past
performance as
as president
president of
of the two
past performance
two banks.
banks. She
She
gathered documents
documentsfrom
from the
the loan review department
gathered
department
of one
one of
of the
the banks
banks showing
showing that aa number
number of loans
loans
were characterized
as classified.
classifed. She
characterized as
She also obtained a
monthly
monthly watchlist
watchlist report
report indicating
indicating that
that the
the plaintiff
plaintiff
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had
originated a number
had originated
number of loans
loans at
at that
that same
same bank
bank
that were
in
the
classifed
category
at
the
time
of
the
were
classified category
the
report. The
colleague
lef
a
message
for
the
president
The colleague left a message for the president
of the
the holding
holding company,
company, who, on
on calling
calling her
her boss
boss
back, indicated
indicated general
general dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction with
the
back,
with the
plaintiffs
plaintiff'sadministrative
administrative ability
abilityand
and said
said he
he could not
recommend
theplaintiff
plaintiff for
for aa chief
chief executive
executive officer
offcer
recommend the
position. The
The examiner
examiner met
position.
met with
with the
the plaintiff
plaintiff after
afer
receiving his
his colleague's
colleague's report and
and asked
asked about his
own
performance at
the bank.
bank.
The
plaintiff
own performance
at the
The plaintiff
acknowledged
been problems
problems but
but
acknowledgedthat
that there
there had
had been
indicated that many of the problems had
had originated
originated in
actions of offcers
officersand
andemployees
employees before
before his
his tenure
tenure as
as
chief executive
executive officer.
offcer.

Based
on the
Based on
the above
above information
information and
and interview the
the
examiner informed
informed the
the organizers
organizers of
of the
examiner
the bank
bank that
that
their application
application would
not be
be approved
approved with the
the
their
would not
plaintiff
plaintiffas
as president.
president. The
The sole
sole reason
reason given was that
"we
are of the
the opinion
opinion that
that Mr.
Mr. Connelly
Connelly does
does not
not
"we are
possess
thequalifications
qualificationsrequired
requiredfor
for the
the position
position of
of
possess the
President of
National Bank...i69
Bank..."69
President
of Westwood National

The examiner did
did not
not contact
contact any
any of
of the
the references
references the
plaintiff
plaintiff had
had provided
provided and
and did
did not
not again
again contact
contact the
the
plaintiff afer
after he
hereceived
received the
the written
written information
information
from
his colleague.
colleague. The
The plaintiff
plaintiffwas
wasapparently
apparently
from his
never
that his
his nomination
nomination was
was in
in jeopardy
jeopardy
never told
told that
because
of his
his own performance
of an
because of
performance or because
because of
an
unfavorable
oral evaluation
evaluation by
by the president
unfavorable oral
president of the
the
holding
company. The organizers
organizers of the
the proposed
proposed
holding company.
bank then terminated
terminated the
the plaintiff's
plaintiffs services.
services.
The plaintiff
plaintiffsought
sought damages
damages for among
among other
other things
violation of his
his due
due process
process rights
violation
rights under
underthe
theFifth
Fifh
Amendment.
The
court initially determined
determined that
The court
that the
the plaintiff's
plaintifs
contract providing
providing for his
contract
his employment
employment by the
the bank
bank
was at
at least
least arguably
arguably aa constitutionally
constitutionally protected
protected
was
property interest
thereisis aaconstitutional
constitutional right
right
interest because
because there
to hold
hold specifc
specificprivate
privateemployment
employment free
free from
from
to
unreasonable
governmental
interference.
Alternatively, his
his reputation
reputation and
and future
future employment
employment
opportunities
interests entitled
entitled to
to
opportunitieswere
were liberty
liberty interests
protection.
Comptroller argued
The Comptroller
argued that the discretionary hearing
provided for
for under
under the
the OCC's
OCC's regulations
regulations satisfied the

plaintiff's due
due process
process rights.
He argued
argued that
that the
the
plaintiffs
rights. He
charter
applicant
could
have
refused
to
comply
with
charter applicant could have refused to comply with
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his
request that
another nominee
nominee for the
the
his request
that they
they find
fnd another
position, forcing
forcing the
the Comptroller
Comptroller to
to reject
reject the
the
position,
application
they could
could then
then appeal
appeal the
the
applicationso
so that
that they
rejection.
The court
court rejected
rejectedthis
thisposition.
position. It pointed out that
that it
The
is unreasonable
unreasonable toto think
that
investors
would
so
think that investors would so
jeopardize and
delay their
their application
application for
for the
the
jeopardize
and delay
plaintiff's beneft,
benefit, since
since his
his nomination
nomination may
may have
have
plaintiffs
been
of minor concern to those
involved in setting up
been of
those involved
the bank.
bank. More
important, the
the regulations
regulations are
are
the
More important,
intended to provide
intended
provide charter
charter applicants
applicants and
and members
members
of the public
public with
withan
an opportunity
opportunitytotobe
beheard,
heard, and
and are
are
not
designed to provide
provide due
due process
process protection
protection to
not designed
nominees rejected
rejected during
during the
nominees
the application
application process.
process.
The
court held
held that
that the
the minimum
minimum due
due process
process to
to
The court
which a
a plaintiff
plaintiff isis entitled
entitled includes
includes the
the right
right to
to
which
timely
and
adequate
notice,
the
opportunity
to
timely and adequate notice, the opportunity to
confront
adverse witnesses,
present oral
oral
confront adverse
witnesses,and
and to
to present
evidence when
when there
there are
are issues
issuesof
of material
material fact to be
evidence
be
resolved. Since
Since the plaintiff
plaintiff was
was never
never told that
that his
his
resolved.
suitability
was in question
question until
he was
was told by the
the
suitability was
until he
charter applicants
applicants that
that his services
charter
services were
were terminated
terminated
because
his nomination
nomination had been rejected, he was not
because his
confronted with the
confronted
the evidence
evidence against
against him or
or granted
granted
an opportunity
opportunity to
to rebut
that evidence.
evidence. Accordingly,
an
rebut that
Accordingly,
he
was denied
denied due
was entitled
entitled to
to
he was
due process.
process. He was
examine
documents, letters
letters and
intraoffice
examine documents,
and intraofce
memoranda
order to
to
memorandainin the
the administrative
administrativefile
file in
in order
determine
the
determinewhether
whetherthe
the OCC
OCC complied
complied with
with the
requirements ofof Section
make "a careful
careful
requirements
Section27
27 that
that itit make
examination
of
the
facts"
before
exercising
its
examination of the facts" before exercising its
discretion.
71
y,71
On the
the basis
basisofofGreene70
Greene70and
andConnell
Connelly,
it seems
seems
pretty clear that Mr.
Mr. Banks
Banks is entitled
entitled to
to at
at least
least learn
the basis
basis of
the OCC's
OCC's conclusion
conclusion that
an
the
of the
that he
he is
is an
associate
making our
our
associateofoforganized
organizedcrime.
crime. After
Afer making
arguments, we manage
the regulators that
arguments,
manage to persuade
persuade the
Mr. Banks
Banks is entitled
entitled to
to an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to rebut
rebut
whatever evidence
the basis
basis for
fortheir
their
whatever
evidence forms
forms the
conclusion. They
conclusion.
They disclose
disclose that
that among
among the
the records
records
discoveredafter
afterseizure
seizureofofall
all the
the records
of Mr.
discovered
records of
Banks' favorite
favorite Italian restaurants
therewas
wasaalist
list of
of
Banks'
restaurants there
regular
together with
with their
regular patrons
patrons of the
the restaurant
restaurant together
home addresses
addressesand
anddates
dates
birth. The
The FBI's
FBI's listing
listing
home
ofofbirth.
of Mr.
Mr. Banks
Banks as
as an
an associate
associate of organized
organized crime was
was
the unhappy result of his name's
appearing on
on this
this list
list
name's appearing
of regular
regular patrons
patrons of
of the
therestaurant
restaurant alongside
alongside the
the
names of
of aa number
number of figures
names
figures convicted
convicted or
orsuspected
suspected
The
regulators,
of organized
organized criminal
criminal activity.
activity.
The regulators,
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recognizing that
a challenge
challenge to
to their
theirproposed
proposed
recognizing
that a
decision
by the
the courts
decision would be sustained
sustained by
courts withdraw
their
objection
and
approve
issuance
of
their objection and approve issuance of the
the charter.
charter.

(b)

T
HE WICKED
WICKED SON
SON
THE

Mr. Lord
Lord was
was formerly
formerly the
the owner
owner of aa number
number of
of
residential
apartmentbuildings
buildings located
locatedprimarily
primarily in
residential apartment
in Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, the
low income
income neighborhoods
neighborhoods in
the Bronx
and
Jersey. More
More recently,
recently, he
he disposed
disposed
and Newark,
Newark, New Jersey.
of those
those holdings
holdings and
and became
became aa real
real estate
estate developer.
developer.
He believes
believes he
he has
has developed
developed considerable
considerable expertise
expertise
in real
real estate
estate lending, having been
been on the
the borrower's
borrower's
side of
of the
the transaction
transactionso
somany
manytimes.
times. He
He would
would like
side
to form
form ororacquire
acquirea bank
a bank
in Brooklyn
the Brooklyn
to
in the
neighborhood where he has
neighborhood
has recently been renovating
apartments
condominiums, and
to
apartmentsand
and building
building condominiums,
and to
develop the bank into a regional or national
national franchise.
franchise.
asks for
for your assistance
in starting
starting or acquiring the
He asks
assistance in
proposed new bank.
During
the time
time Mr.
Mr.Lord
Lordowned
ownedand
andmanaged
managed
During the
apartment buildings
buildings those
those buildings
buildings were subject
subject to a
apartment
number of housing
housing code
code violations,
violations,and
andininsome
somecases
cases
the
not immediately
remedied. He
the violations
violations were
were not
immediately remedied.
He
explains to
to you that despite
despite his
his best
bestefforts,
efforts, itit simply
explains
was not
possible to
maintain the buildings
buildings to
to code
code
was
not possible
to maintain
standards. For example,
standards.
example, in several
several of the
the buildings
buildings
his workmen found
found that
that vandals
vandals had
had repeatedly ripped
out new copper
out
copper plumbing he had
had installed
installed and
and sold
sold
the
metal for
for scrap.
scrap. Mr.
the metal
Mr. Lord
Lord tells
tells you
you that
that when
when he
he
was
was a landlord he
he was
was often assailed
assailed in the
the press
press by
tenant
groups and
andothers
otherscalling
callinghim
him aa "slum
"slum lord."
tenant groups
He
is quite
quite concerned
concerned about
about the
the requirements
requirements for
He is
public
public notice
notice of
of the
the organization of
of aa new bank or of a
change in
in control upon
change
upon purchase
purchase of an existing
existing bank.
bank.
He
believes that
that his
his previous
previous nemeses
nemeses still bear
bear
He believes
considerable resentment
resentmenttoward
towardhim
him and
and are
arelikely
likely to
considerable
oppose his
his being
being permitted
permitted to organize aa new bank or
oppose
take control
A quick
quick Internet
Internet
take
control of
of an
an existing
existing bank.
bank. A
search shows
showsyou
you that
that there
there are
are aa number
number of
of tabloid
search
newspaper
time reporting
reporting the
the
newspaperarticles
articlesfrom
from the
the time
criticisms
by various
various groups
groups of
of
criticisms leveled
leveledatat him
him by
community activists.
Mr. Lord's
Lord's concerns
concerns illustrate
illustrate another
another aspect
aspect of the
the
bank
that we haven't yet touched
bank chartering
chartering process
process that
touched
on. The
on.
Theprocess
process can
can become
become aa highly political
political one.
one.
Planning for aa transaction
to have
have aa high
Planning
transaction expected
expected to
political content
may be
be particularly
particularly challenging.
challenging. To
content may
illustrate,
illustrate, Citibank's
Citibank's proposed
proposedacquisition
acquisitionin
in 2000
2000 of
of
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Associates National
Hurley State
State Bank
Bank
Associates
National Bank
Bank and
and Hurley
generated
some
150
responses,
virtually
all
of
generated some 150 responses, virtually all of them
them
opposing the
the acquisition.
acquisition. ItItalso
opposing
alsodrew
drewconsiderable
considerable
interest from
interest
from several
several congressmen
congressmen and
and senators
senators as
as
evidenced
recipients of
some of
the
evidencedbyby the
the cc
cc recipients
of some
of the
correspondence
theacquisition.'
acquisition.72
correspondencerelating
relating to
to the
Following
close of the
the comment
comment period
period for the
the
Following the close
proposed acquisition (which
was
extended
for
10
days
(which was extended for 10 days
beyond
the statutory
statutory expiration date),
date), Citibank
Citibank held a
beyond the
number of meetings
number
meetings with the
the activist
activistorganizations
organizations
and was
was forced
forced to negotiate
and
negotiate a number
number of changes
changes in
the
way
it's
CityFinancial
subsidiary
carried
on
the way it's CityFinancial subsidiary carried on
business
as well
well as changes
changes in
in the proposed operation
business as
of Associates.
we would
would like ifif possible
In Mr.
Mr. Lord's
Lord's case
case we
possible to plan
plan
in such
his transaction
transaction in
such aa way as
as to avoid
avoid the
the circuscircuslike environment
environment that
that sometimes
sometimes surrounds
surrounds these
these
proceedings. There
way to avoid
avoid the
the public
public
proceedings.
There isis no
no way
de novo
novo application
application or
notice requirements on either aa de
acquisition
control of
of an
an existing
existing institution.
institution.
acquisitionof
of control
However,
can take
take steps
steps totosee
seethat
thatthethe
However, we
we can
proceedings
triggeredby
by the
thepublic
public notice
notice will
will occur
proceedings triggered
occur
likely to
in a forum far less likely
to draw
draw opposition.
opposition.
Mr. Lord,
of trying to
For Mr.
Lord, we
we will
willsuggest
suggest that
that instead
instead of
start
acquire an
hostile political
political
start or
or acquire
an institution
institution in
in a hostile
environment he
he should
acquiring a federal
environment
should consider
consider acquiring
federal
thriftcharter
charter in
in aalocation
location well
wellremoved
removed from
from his
his
thrif
desired market
market area.
area.In
In general,
general,aathrift
thrif charter
desired
charter offers
several advantages
advantagesover
overaa national
national bank
bank or aa state
several
state
chartered bank.
bank. Most
Most important
important for our
chartered
our purposes,
purposes, in
the case
of federally
federally chartered
charteredthrift
thrif institutions
case of
institutions state
state
limit branch
laws that might otherwise
otherwise limit
branch banking into a
state other
other than
than the
the thrift's
thrif's home
state
homestate
stateare
are preempted.
preempted.
will suggest
that Mr.
Mr. Lord seek
to acquire
acquireaathrift
thrif
We will
suggest that
seek to
located
Florida or
oranother
another relatively
relatively remote
remote
located in
in Florida
jurisdiction where
where he
he would
would nevertheless
nevertheless want
jurisdiction
want to
develop
a
branch
network
in
due
time.
Beginning
his
develop a branch network in due time.
operations elsewhere
elsewherewill
will serve
serve two
two purposes.
purposes. First,
operations
he
will minimize
minimize the
thelikelihood
likelihood ofofencountering
encountering
he will
opposition
the activist
activist groups
groups that
thathave
have
opposition from
from the
historically dogged
dogged his
his every
every move,
move, as
as those
those groups
groups
tend
locally focused.
focused. Second,
Second,ititwill
will
tend to be somewhat
somewhat locally
track record
record of
of
give him an
an opportunity to develop
develop aa track
lending
lowand
andmoderate
moderate income
income borrowers.
borrowers.
lending to low
After
he will
will be
After aa year
year or
or so
so of
of operations
operations elsewhere
elsewhere he
be
in aa position
position to move
move into the
the Bronx
Bronx and
and Brooklyn
markets he
he desires
either through
markets
desires either
through establishing
establishing new
branches
or
acquiring
branches
from existing
existing
branches or acquiring branches from
institutions.
favorable track
track record
record developed
developed
A favorable
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elsewherewill
will give him ammunition you will
will need
elsewhere
need to
counteract
adverse comment
may be
be
counteractany
any adverse
commentthat
that may
forthcoming from
from community
community activists.
activists.
We should highlight
highlight one
we are
are likely
likely
one additional issue we
encounter in pressing
pressing Mr.
Mr. Lord's
Lord'sapplication.
application.
to encounter
Historically,
Historically, thrif
thriftregulators
regulatorshave
havetreated
treated applications
applications
by real
estate
developers
to
charter
or
acquire
thrifs
real estate developers to charter or acquire thrifts
with some
skepticism. That skepticism
is not
not wholly
wholly
some skepticism.
skepticism is
unjustifed.
dealing with
with
unjustified. On
Onreading
readingthe
themany
many cases
cases dealing
fallout of
of the
the thrif
thriftcrisis
crisisofofthe
the1980s
1980sone
onerepeatedly
repeatedly
sees instances
instancesinin which
which loans
sees
loans have
have been
been made
made to
related
related parties
parties (at
FDIC subsidized
subsidized rates)
rates) despite
despite
(at FDIC
statutes
limiting
transactions
with
bank
insiders.
statutes limiting transactions with bank insiders. We
will
willneed
need to
to be
be sure
sure that Mr.
Mr.Lord
Lordunderstands
understands that
that he
he
will not
not be
be able
able to treat
treat aa controlled
institution
will
controlledthrift
thrif institution
as his
his personal
personal piggy
piggy bank
bank for funding
as
funding his
his real
real estate
estate
development
transactions.Ideally,
Ideally, we
we would
would like to
development transactions.
be able
able to
to tell
tellthe
theregulators
regulators that
that his
his real
realestate
estate
be
development
enterprises
will
not
in
any
case
be
development enterprises will not in any case be
borrowers
from the
thethrift.
thrif.
borrowers from

Can
succeed inin getting
Lord through
through the
the
Can we
we succeed
getting Mr. Lord
pearly gates?
For the
the reasons
reasonsoutlined
outlinedininPart
PartII,
II, itit is
gates? For

difficult
giveanything
anythingeven
evenapproaching
approaching a a
difficult totogive
definitive
definitive answer.
answer. Mr.
Mr. Lord
Lordisistotosome
some extent
extent between
between
Scylla and Charybdis. On the one hand,
hand, there
there is
is aa risk
risk
that the
the regulators
regulatorswill
will find
fnd that
that his
his company's
company's failure
comply with
with building
buildingregulations
regulations indicates
indicates a
to comply
general propensity
to disregard
disregard legal
legal
general
propensityon
on Mr.
Mr. Lord's to
requirements.
On that
that basis
basis they
they might conclude that
requirements. On
he
lacks the
the required
required integrity
integrity to be permitted control
he lacks
of a financial institution.
institution. To
To avoid
avoid that
that inference,
inference, Mr.
Lord may
may argue
argue that in an
an organization
organization of
of the
the size
size he
he
was managing
managing matters
matters such
such as
as housing
housing code
code
was
violations were
were dealt
dealt with
with at
at aa relatively
relatively low
low level in
the
organization
and
the
violations
would not
not
the organization and the violations would
normally come
come to his
his attention.
attention. Unfortunately
Unfortunately that
that
normally
argument
regulators will
argument creates
createsthe
therisk
risk that
that the
the regulators
will
decide
that Mr. Lord
decide that
Lord isisnot
notcompetent
competent to
to manage
manage an
organization
size of
of the
theproposed
proposed bank,
bank,
organizationofof the
the size
particularly in
light of
of the
thedegree
degree of
of attention
attention his
his
particularly
in light
company's violations received
company's
received ininthe
thepress.73
press.73 With
proper planning of
of the
the type
type described
described above,
above, he may
be able
able to enter
enter the
the gates.
gates. But
success isis far
be
But success
far from
assured.
assured.
(c)

T
HE SIMPLE
SIMPLE SON
SON
THE

Over
years the
the company
company had
had become
become highly
Over the years
successful
was
successfuland
and profitable,
profitable, and
and eventually
eventually itit was
acquired
another public
company in aa merger
merger
acquired by
by another
public company
transaction
and became
becameaadivision
division of
of the acquiring
transaction and
company.
The acquiring
acquiring company
company agreed
agreed to
to
company. The
register
the
shares
Mr.
Tippets
received
in
the
register the shares Mr. Tippets received in the
acquiring company
company for
for resale
into the
the market
market from
acquiring
resale into
time to
to time,
time, and
andthat
thatregistration
registrationstatement
statement had
had
become
effective. However,
become effective.
However, Mr. Tippets
Tippets had
had not
sold any of the
sold
the shares
shares covered
covered by that registration
registration
statementor
or any
any other
other shares.
shares. During the time he
statement
he
was
managing the
the public
public company
company Mr. Tippets
was managing
Tippets had
had
established
what he
he
establishedseveral
severalcharities
charitiestoto fund
fund what
regarded as
He held
held investment
investment
regarded
as worthy
worthy causes.
causes. He
power with respect
respect to
to the
the investments
investments of
of these
these
power
charities, and
and had
had contributed
contributed significant
signifcant amounts
charities,
amounts
of
stock in his
his company
company to
them. That
That stock
stock
of stock
to them.
became stock
the acquiring
acquiring company
company in the
the
became
stock of
of the
which was
merger, which
was also
also registered for
for resale.
resale.
While chairman
chairman of the
the Company
Company he
he founded,
founded, Mr.
Tippets
a local
local
Tippets had
had also
also served
servedas
asaa director
director of
of a
community bank.
bank. Not
Not long afer
community
after his
hiscompany
company was
was
acquired, the
the Chairman
Chairmanof
of the
the Board
Board of that
acquired,
that bank
bank
died unexpectedly,
and Mr. Tippets
died
unexpectedly, and
Tippets was
was elected
elected
Chairman.
In connection
connection with the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of his
his company,
company,
the acquiring company had retained
retained Mr. Tippets
Tippets as
as
consultant for
for a period of two
aa consultant
two years
years to assist
assist with,
among other
other things,
things, financial
fnancial reporting
among
reporting relating to
the operations
operations of
of his former company
company (now a major
division
of the
the acquiring
acquiring company).
company).
division of
Since the
the acquisition,
acquisition, the
the division
division that was
was formerly
formerly
Since
Mr. Tippets'
Tippets' company
company has
has been
been experiencing
experiencing
declining revenue.
revenue. The
The acquiring
acquiring company's
company's public
reports and press releases
have accurately
accurately described
releases have
the division's declining
decliningrevenue
revenue and
and suggested
suggested that
the
decline was
was likely
likely to
the decline
to continue
continue for
for some
some period
period
of time.
time. About
About six months
months ago
ago Mr.
Mr. Tippets
Tippets
received aa copy
the
received
copy of
of the
the preliminary
preliminarydraft
draf of the
division's financial
fnancial statements
for the
the quarter.
quarter. The
division's
statements for
The
acquiring
impose a
a
acquiring company's
company'spolicy
policywas
was to
to impose
blackout
blackout on
on sales
sales by
by employees
employees and
and consultants
consultants
covering the
the period
period from
from preparation
preparationof
of the
the initial
initial
covering
until public
drafts until
publicrelease
release of
of the
the acquired
acquired company's
company's
quarterly
financial statements,
statements, and
Tippets
quarterly financial
and Mr. Tippets
knew of that policy.

Mr. Tippets
Mr.
Tippets is
is the
the former
former chairman
chairman of
of the
the board of a
public
company
he
founded
a
number
public company he founded a number of
of years
years ago.
ago.
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About the
the time
time Mr.
Mr. Tippets
Tippets received
received the
About
the draft
draf
financial statements
he had
had been
been thinking he
statements he
he was
was
somewhat remiss
remiss in
in not directing the
somewhat
the sale
sale of at
at least
aa part
part of
of the
the shares
shares he
he had
had contributed
contributed to
his
to his
charities
order to
to diversify
diversifytheir
theirinvestments.
investments.
charities in
in order
The revenue
revenue figures
The
figuresshown
showninin the
the draft
draft financial
fnancial
statements
were
entirely
consistent
with
the
statements were entirely consistent with the
company's
press
releases
dating
back
to
shortly
company's press releases dating back to shortly
after the acquisition.
acquisition. Those
Thosepress
pressreleases
releases had
had been
been
continuation of
of the
the declining
declining earnings,
earnings,
predicting aa continuation
and accordingly
accordingly itit did not occur to Mr.
Mr. Tippets
and
Tippets that
sales at
at those
thosetimes
times might
might constitute insider trading.
sales
trading.
He directed
directed the
portions of the
the
He
the sale
sale of
of significant
signifcant portions
stock
his
charities
held
in
the
acquired
company.
stock
charities held in the acquired company.
These
salesallowed
allowed the
the charities
charities to
to avoid
avoid further
These sales
loss
they held.
held. Neither
loss in the value
value of the
the shares
shares they
Neither
Mr.
of his family sold
Mr. Tippets
Tippets nor any member
member of
sold any
of the
the acquired
acquired company's
company's shares
shares or
or otherwise
otherwise
benefited personally from
from the
the sale
sale of
of the
the company's
company's
sharesby
by the
the charities,
charities, and
andin
in fact
fact Mr. Tippets
shares
Tippets and
and
members
of his
his family
family personally
members of
personally continued to hold
sales from
from
a large position in
in the
the company, made no sales
that position during the
the entire time in
in question,
question, and
and
as aa result
result suffered
suffered significant
signifcant losses
as
losses on
on that
that stock.
stock.

The
sales of
of the
The SEC
SEC subsequently
subsequently investigated
investigated sales
the
Company's
the charities
charitiesand
and
Company's securities
securities by
by the
commenced
proceeding against
Tippets
commencedaa proceeding
against Mr. Tippets
alleging insider trading. Mr.
Mr. Tippets
Tippets settled
settled the SEC
proceeding by
consent judgment
proceeding
by entering
entering into a consent
judgment in
which he
he neither
neither admitted nor denied
denied violating the
the
securities laws
laws but agreed
not to violate those
securities
agreed not
those laws
in the future.

The OCC
OCC now seeks
seeks to
remove Mr. Tippets
Tippets as
as a
The
to remove
8
director of the
the bank
bank under
under Section
Section 8(e)1
of the
the
director
FDIC Act. Mr.
Mr.Tippets
Tippetsand
and the
the bank
bank(e)1
ask you to
to
FDIC
ask
assist in
in resisting that removal.
assist
The OCC's
To justify
justify
The
OCC's argument
argumentisisasasfollows.
follows. To
removal the
the agency
agency must
must establish
establish misconduct,
misconduct,
removal
and culpability. The
effect and
Themisconduct
misconduct requirement
requirement
is satisfied because
theinformation
information contained in the
because the
draft financial
financial statements
statements Mr. Tippets
Tippets received
received
draft
belonged to the acquired
belonged
acquired company
company and
and Mr.
Mr. Tippets
had
fiduciary duty not to use
that information
information for
had aa fiduciary
use that
the benefit
benefit of
of anyone
anyone other
other than
than the
the acquired
acquired
the
74
company.
It
cites
U.S.
v.
O’Hagan
that
company. It cites US. v. O'Hagan74 for that
proposition.
The
effect
requirement
is
satisfied
proposition. The efect requirement satisfed
because even
not receive
receive
because
eventhough
thoughMr.
Mr. Tippets
Tippets did not
any
the charity's
charity's sale
sale of the
the stock,
stock, he
he
any gain
gain from the
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received an
"other beneft"
benefit" ininthethe
form
received
an "other
form
of of
recognition and
gratitude for
for his
hisgenerosity
generosity
recognition
and gratitude
resulting from
from
from the
the funding
funding of
of charitable
charitable causes
causes from
requirement is
the charities'
charities' assets.
assets. The
The culpability requirement
satisfied
because Mr.
of personal
personal
satisfed because
Mr. Tippets was
was guilty
guilty of
dishonesty. He
dishonesty.
He knew
knew that
that sales
sales were not permitted

during
the blackout
blackout period
period and
and directed
directed the
the
during the
charities' sale despite that knowledge.
Can we
we successfully
resist removal?
removal? We
Can
successfully resist
We believe
believe
the answer
answer isis yes.
While the
the OCC's
OCC's claim
claim that
that
the
yes. While
Tippett's conduct
conduct violated
violated fiduciary
fduciary obligations
Tippett's
obligations is
somewhatnovel
novel in
in that the
somewhat
the obligations
obligations related
related to
information
money, we
not
information rather
rather than
than to
to money,
we would not
expect to
to get
get very
very far challenging
that part
part of the
expect
challenging that
the
claim.
Bank
personnel deal
regularly with
with
Bank personnel
deal regularly
information
by the
the bank's
bank's
information entrusted
entrustedtoto them
them by
customers, and
and the
the regulators
regulators are
areunlikely
unlikely to accept
customers,
accept
the
that misuse
misuse of
of that
the proposition
proposition that
that information
information is
violation of fiduciary
not aa violation
fiduciary duties.
duties.
alleged violation
violation provides
The effect element
element of the alleged
more promising
promising avenue
avenue of
of attack.
attack. Are
Are recognition
aa more
and
approval from
one's fellows
fellows sufficient
sufficient to
to
and approval
from one's
constitute an
an "other
"other benefit"
beneft" under
the statute.
statute. So
constitute
under the
So
far
as we
we have
have been
been able
able totodetermine,
determine, such
such
far as
ephemera
be "other
"other
ephemerahave
havenever
neverbeen
beenfound
found to
to be
benefits"
benefits" for that
that purpose.
purpose. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, we
are also
also not aware
are
aware of any
any cases
cases rejecting such
such an
argument. Under
argument.
Under the
the circumstances
circumstances here
here itit seems
seems a
difficult argument
argument for
for the
the regulators
regulators to
to sustain.
sustain.
Since Mr.
Mr. Tippetts
Since
Tippetts continued
continued to hold
hold his
his personal
personal
stock while his charities were disposing of
of theirs,
theirs, he
he
not
only didn't
didn'tmake
makeany
anymoney
moneyfrom
from
not only
the the
transactions.
transactions. He probably
probably lost
lost money.
money.

Our strongest
strongest line of
of defense
defense here
here is one
one based
based on
Mr. Tippetts'
Tippetts' mental
mental state.
state. The
Thecases
cases make
make it clear
clear
that in order to remove an
an officer or director
under
director under
Section 8(e)(1)
the FDIC
FDIC Act,
Act,the
theregulators
regulators
8(e)(1) of the
75
must show scienter. The
The learning
learningofofHendrickson
Hendrickson75
agency should
should look beyond the offense or
is that the agency
violation
violation forming
formingthe
the basis
basis for
for the
the removal action to
underlying facts
determine whether the underlying
facts demonstrate
demonstrate
personal
dishonesty.
personal dishonesty. Here
the only
only testimony
testimony
Here the
bearing
state will
will presumably
bearing on our client's mental state
presumably
be
testimony that
that he
he did
did not
not regard
regardthe
thefinancial
fnancial
be his testimony
statements
him as
as
statementsthat
thathad
had been
been delivered
deliveredtoto him
material information,
information, since
they did nothing
material
since they
nothing more
more
than to confirm
confirm that
that problems
problems which
which have
have been
been
than
disclosed
ongoing basis
basis continued
continued to
be
disclosed on
on ongoing
to be
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problems. At
At most,
most, our client was
was guilty
problems.
guilty of faulty
judgment in making that call, or at worst of simple
simple
negligence. Since
Since one
one or two
two instances
instances of simple
simple
negligence.
negligence are
insufficient totoestablish
establishthethe
negligence
are insuffcient
necessary
level of scienter, our client's actions
necessary level
actions here
here
do not satisfy
satisfy that
thatrequirement.76
requirement.76
Mr. Tippetts'
Mr.
Tippetts' case
case illustrates an interesting anomaly
law. The
in the banking
banking law.
The moral
moral threshold
threshold for entry
entry
system isis significantly
signifcantly higher
into the banking
banking system
higher than
than
standard of
of conduct for staying
the standard
staying in
inthat
thatbusiness.
business.
The
applicant for aa new
new charter
charter must
must be
be above
above
The applicant
suspicion
to remove
remove an
an
suspicionlike
like Caesar's
Caesar'swife.
wife. But to
officer or
director
the
regulators
must
demonstrate,
or director the regulators must demonstrate,
if not
not blood
bloodononthe
thesubject's
subject'shands,
hands, atatleast
least
signifcantly more
significantly
morethan
thanthe
the fact
factthat
that they
they have
have been
been
recently washed.
There can
can be
be little
little doubt that the
washed. There
the
OCC
would be
be upheld
upheld in
in determining
determining that
that an
an
OCC would
applicant who
who had
enjoined from
from trading
applicant
had been
been enjoined
trading on
inside
the immediate
immediate past
past did
not
inside information
information in the
did not
have the
the history of responsibility,
have
responsibility, personal
personal honesty
honesty
and
required for
entry into
into the
the banking
banking
and integrity
integrity required
for entry
priesthood.
priesthood. Yet once
once admitted,
admitted, the
the same
same conduct
conduct
that would otherwise
otherwise preclude
entry is
that
preclude him
him from
from entry
insufficient to
insufficient
to have
have him
him defrocked.
defrocked.

(d)

T
HE SON
SON WHO KNOWS NOT HOW TO
THE
ASK

Mr. Stock
Stock made
made his fortune
fortune trading
trading stock
stock more
more than
than
10 years
years ago.
ago. He
He never
was licensed
licensed as
as aa broker
broker or
10
never was
under the
the Exchange
ExchangeAct.
Act. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, he
dealer under
he also
made aa few
few mistakes in choosing
his
advisers
and
choosing his advisers and was
reluctant to
spend aa great
money on legal
legal
reluctant
to spend
great deal
deal of
of money
advice. As a result, his knowledge of
of the
the requirements
requirements
was superficial
superfcial to
of the
the securities
securities laws was
to say
say the
the least,
least,
generally
wisdom and
and
generally consisting
consistingof
of various
various bits
bits of wisdom
urban
legends
picked
up
from
participants
in
the
urban legends picked up from participants the
brokerage industry.
stock
brokerage
industry.Over
Over the
the course
course of
of his stock
he had
had had
had two separate
run-ins with
with
trading career
career he
separate run-ins
the SEC.
SEC. The
The first
first involved
involved unregistered
unregistered sales
sales of
the
of
securities
half
securitiesby
by aa company
companyinin which
which he
he was
was aa half
owner.
no allegation
allegation of his
his personal
personal
owner. There
There was
was no
involvement
these sales
sales -- the
the SEC
SEC complaint
complaint
involvement in these
identified
him as
as aaco-owner
co-owner ofofthe
thedefendant
defendant
identifed him
company
transactions in question
question apparently
apparently
company but the transactions
were
effected by
by his
his partner
partner in
in the
the business.
business. In the
were effected
the
second
SEC
action,
the
SEC
alleged
that
second SEC action, the SEC alleged that atat
approximately the
the same
same time
time as
as the
the first
frst transaction
approximately
transaction
Mr. Stock
Stock and
and his
his partner
partner agreed
agreed to buy
buy restricted
restricted
securities
of
a
different
issuer
from
a
former
director
securities of a
issuer from
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of the
the issuer
issuer with
with the
the intention
intention ofofimmediately
immediately
reselling
reselling those
those securities
securities without registration.
registration. This
This
transaction
had been
structured as
as aa loan secured
transaction had
been structured
secured by
the stock and the former director
director had
had defaulted on the
first interest
first
interest payment
payment which
which had
had been
been due one month
after
Stock tells
that he
he did not
not
after closing.
closing. Mr.
Mr. Stock
tells you
you that
consult a lawyer about
consult
about the particular transaction,
transaction, but
that
that the
the lawyer
lawyer he
he had
had used
used ininearlier
earliertransactions
transactions
advised him
him that
that that
that stock
stockwhich
which an
anaffiliate
affliate had
advised
had held
for more
more than
than two
two years
years and
and then
then pledged
pledged to
to secure
secure a
loan could be
loan
be sold by the
the lender
lender to satisfy
satisfy aa default
default
77
144.77
without registration
registration in reliance
reliance on Rule
Rule 144.
The
SEC further
further alleged
alleged that
that Mr. Stock
SEC
Stock had
had violated
violated the
the
Williams Act
because
the
shares
he
and
his
partner
Act because the shares
partner
acquired represented
represented more
more than
than 5%
5% of
of the outstanding
stock of aa company
stock
company registered
registered under
under the
the Exchange
Exchange
Act, and
and they
they had
had not
not filed
filedan
anownership
ownershipstatement
statement
under
Section 13(d)
13(d) of that Act.78
Mr. Stock
Stock tells you
under Section
Act.78 Mr.
that he
he didn't
didn't know that
that the
the Williams
Williams Act
Act required
required
that
reporting
of
the
acquisition
of
5%
or
more
reporting of the acquisition of 5% or more of
of aa
registered issuer's stock.
Mr. Stock
Mr.
Stock and
and his
his long-time
long-time business
business partner from the
securities business
business have
have been
beenoffered
offered an
an opportunity
securities
to buy a minority
minority interest
interest in
in aa bank
bank holding
holding company.
company.
The offer
offer comes
comes from
fromaabusiness
business acquaintance
acquaintance who
owns 85% of the holding
holding company's
company's voting stock
stock and
and
is offering
offering to
to sell
sell Mr.
Mr.Stock
Stockand
andhis
hispartner
partnershares
shares
that voting
voting stock,
stock, leaving
leaving the
the
representing 30%
30% of that
business
associatewith
with aa 55
55 %
% controlling
controlling interest.
business associate
interest.

Mr. Stock
Mr.
Stock tells
tells you
you that
that his
his earlier
earlier experience
experience with the
SEC
that he
he should
should be
be cautious
cautious of
SEC taught
taught him
him that
of
plunging into
the fnancial
financial services
services area
area without
without
plunging
into the
consulting an
an attorney
attorney at
at every
every step
step of
of the way, and
consulting
and
asks your
your assistance
assistance in
in completing
completing the transaction.
asks
transaction.

You explain
explain that
thateven
eventhough
though
business
You
the the
business
acquaintance
the
acquaintancewill
will maintain
maintainvoting
voting control
control of
of the
interest that
that Mr. Stock
holding company, the interest
Stock and
and his
partner propose
propose to
to buy
buy will
will exceed
exceed the 25% threshold

and will
will be
and
be deemed
deemed "control" under
under the
the Change
Change in
Bank
Control Act.79
Act.79 They
will have
have totofilefile
Bank Control
They will
a a
notification
of
change
in
control
with
the
Federal
notifcation of change control with the Federal
Reserve
Reserve Board
Board under that Act.

Will Stock's
Stock's earlier
earlier run-ins
run-ins with
the SEC
SEC lead
lead to
to
with the
disapproval of
disapproval
ofthe
theproposed
proposedshare
share purchase?
purchase?
Before we
we even
even prepare
prepare the
the retainer
retainer agreement,
agreement, we
need
the possible
possible conflict
we
need to
to come
come to
to grips
grips with
with the
confict we
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may have in representing
representing both Stock and
and his partner
partner
in the transaction.
It
may
be
in
Stock's
interest
transaction. It may be in Stock's interest to
to cast
cast
the blame
law violations on
blame for the earlier securities
securities law
and if so,
his partner,
partner, and
so, we
we clearly
clearly can't
can't represent
represent both
of them
them in
the transaction.
in the
transaction. In
In fact
fact one
one of
of the
the first
frst
question
they ask
ask after
afer receiving
question they
receiving the
the bad
bad news
news that
that
government
approval will
will be
government approval
be required
required is whether they
can't
just split
splitthethe
proposedinvestment
investmentinto
into
can't just
proposed
investments of 15%
15% by
byeach
each ofofthem.80
them.80 After further
further
questioning,
neither Stock
nor his
his
questioning,you
you learn
learn that
that neither
Stock nor
partner
intends to
to make
the investment
investment ifif the
partner intends
make the
the other
other
one doesn't,
doesn't, and
and they
they really
really do intend to
one
to operate
operate as a
team
with respect
team rather
rather than
than independently
independently with
respect to the
the
investment.
We
conclude that
the two
two
We conclude
that even
evenifif the
potential clients
clients split
split up
up their
their ownership,
ownership,they
theywill
will fall
fall
within the
the "acting
"acting in
in concert"
concert" provisions
provisions of the
the
within
81
regulations, requiring
Andsince
since our
our two
two
regulations,
requiringa afiling.
fling."
And
will be
clients will
be acting
acting in
in concert
concert there
there is nothing to
to be
be
gained
by
trying
to
advance
Stock's
interest
at
the
gained by
to advance Stock's interest the
expense of
of his partner.
expense
noted above,
above, the
the agency
agency may
may disapprove
disapprove the
the
As noted
proposed
acquisitionifif it fnds
proposed acquisition
findsthat
thatthe
thecompetence,
competence,
experience,
experience,or
orintegrity
integrity of
of any
any acquiring
acquiring person
person or
or of
of
any of
of the
the proposed
proposed management
management personnel indicates
that it would
of
would not
not be
be in
in the
the interest of the depositors
depositors of
the bank,
bank, or
or in the interest
interest of the public to permit the
the
change
We have
have far
far fewer
fewer variables
variables to
changeinin control.
control. We
work with
of our
our notice
notice of
of
with in
in planning
planning the
the submission
submission of
aa change
change in
control, compared
compared to
number of
in control,
to the
the aa number
of
variables
in aa de
de novo
novo application.
application. The
variables in
The focus of the
the
inquiry
must
be
on
the
acquiring
person
and
the
inquiry must be on the acquiring person and the
proposed management personnel.
regulators of
of two things.
We will
willneed
need to
to persuade
persuade the regulators
First, that
First,
that our
our clients'
clients' offenses
offenses under
under the
the securities
securities
laws do not indicate
laws
indicate aa lack
lack of
ofeither
either competence
competence or
integrity.
Second, that
insofar as
as those
those violations
violations
integrity. Second,
that insofar
might suggest
a
cavalier
attitude
toward
compliance
suggest a
toward compliance
with legal
legal requirements,
requirements, that
that inference
inference is
is not
not
with
appropriate here.
here. The problem is not that our clients
appropriate
clients
didn't care.
care. It is
is that
that in
in their
theiryouth
youthand
andinexperience
inexperience
they didn't
know enough
enough to
Our
they
didn't know
to ask
ask their
their lawyers.
lawyers. Our
clients have
have learned
learned from the
the earlier
earlier experience,
experience, and
and
steps
be taken
taken to eliminate
eliminate any
any likelihood that
that
stepswill
will be
they will
will be
be inclined
inclined totooverlook
overlook technical
technical legal
legal
they
requirements in the future.

The authors
are not
not aware
aware of
of any case
law holding
The
authors are
case law
that either sale
securities or
or failure
failure to
sale of unregistered
unregistered securities
file aa required
Williams
Act
report
demonstrates
required Williams Act report demonstrates an
an
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absence
Thisseems
seems an
an appropriate
appropriate place
place
absenceof
of integrity.
integrity. This
bring into
into play
playthe
thewell-recognized
well-recognized distinction
distinction
to bring
between
acts that
that are
are malum
malum prohibitum
prohibitum and
between acts
and acts
acts that
are malum
malum in
in se.
se. There
are
There is nothing
nothing inherently
inherently wrong
selling stock
stock without
without registration
registration under
under the
the
with selling
Securities
Neither is there
there anything
anything inherently
inherently
Securities Act.
Act. Neither
wrong in
Both of
wrong
in not
not filing
filing aa Williams
Williams Act
Act report.
report. Both
of
these
violations are
these violations
are violations
violations solely
solely because
because they
they
violate statutory
statutory mandates
mandates -- mandates
mandates with
with which
those
not initiated into
those not
into the
the securities
securities brotherhood
brotherhood are
are
not
to be
be familiar.
familiar. These
Theseviolations
violationsoccurred
occurred
not likely to
ten years
years ago
ago at
at aa time
time when our clients were novices
securities trading.
Neither of our
our clients
clients held
held an
an
to securities
trading. Neither
license of any
any type
type and
and nothing in our
our clients'
clients'
NASD license
educational background
background provides
provides aa basis
basisfor
for thinking
thinking
educational
they should
should have
have known
known of the
the applicable
applicable legal
legal
they
requirements.
requirements. The most
most that can be
be said
said is that our
clients
were foolish
foolish in
in relying
relyingononsecond-hand
second-hand
clients were
information and legal advice given in
in other
other contexts
contexts
instead
of
paying
for
proper
legal
advice
on the
the
instead of paying
proper legal advice on
particular transactions.
transactions. In
In other
other words,
words, the violations
demonstrateatat most
most that
that our
our clients
demonstrate
clients ten
ten years
years ago
ago
lacked the
they should have
lacked
the experience
experience they
have had
had before
before
engaging in
in the kinds of
engaging
of securities
securities transactions
transactions they
were carrying out.
Turning
now to the
the second
second point
to make
make
Turning now
point we wish to
with
with the
the regulators
regulators --- steps
steps to avoid future problems --

we may
may have
have another
another opportunity
planning in
we
opportunity for
for planning
advanceofoffiling
filing with the
advance
the regulators.
regulators. We
We can
can insist
insist
that the seller our
our clients
clients are
are purchasing
purchasing their
theirshares
shares
from includes
includes in the
the purchase
purchase contract
contract a provision
provision
requiring the
seller
to
cause
the
holding
company
the seller to cause
company to
hire
retain (or
continue to
hire or retain)
retain) a
hire or retain
(or to continue
to hire
general counsel
counselororan
anoutside
outsidefirm
firmfamiliar
familiar with
with all
general
aspectsof
ofthe
thelaws
lawsapplicable
applicabletotofinancial
fnancial institutions,
aspects
and
make that
general counsel
and make
that general
counseloror outside
outside firm
frm
available for
for consultation
consultation with
with our
our clients
available
clients from time
to time
holding company's
time as
as they may request,
request, at the holding
company's
expense,on
onmatters
mattersrelating
relating to
to our
our clients'
clients' obligations
expense,
arising out of their
their ownership
ownership of
of shares
shares of the holding
company. Alternatively,
company.
Alternatively, our
our clients
clients might insist
insist that
that
as
part of
of the
the consideration
consideration for
for the
the purchase
purchase the
the
as part
holding
company
would
reimburse
our
clients
holding company would reimburse our clients a
reasonable
amountfor
for the
the costs
costs of
of consulting
reasonable amount
consulting their
own
counsel following
closing as
as to
to those
those
own counsel
following the
the closing
obligations. In
obligations.
Ineither
eithercase,
case, we
we can
can then
then use
use the fact
that they insisted on such
such a provision
provision to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
that our clients both
both recognize
recognize their earlier error
error and
and
are
making
provision
to
avoid
repeating
that
error
are making provision
repeating that error in
the future.
future.
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Will
Willwe
wesucceed
succeed in
in persuading
persuading the regulators that they

should not
not disapprove
our clients'
clients' application?
application? The
should
disapprove our
The
authors believe there is a better than
than even
even chance
chance that
we should, but there is no assurance.
assurance. In any event, we
will
will have
have positioned
positioned our
our clients
clients as
as best
best we could to
challenge
a
disapproval
under
the
arbitrary and
and
challenge a disapproval under the arbitrary
capricious
such an
an
capricious standard
standardthat
thatwould
would apply
apply to
to such
appeal.

PART
Two:
PART T
WO:AABETTER
BETTERSET
SETOF
OF KEYS?
KEYS?

Part
Part One
One of this
this article
articledescribes
describes the
the processes
processes for
new bank
bank charter,
charter,for
for acquiring
acquiring control
control of
of
obtaining aa new
an
existing bank
removal of
an offcer,
officer,
an existing
bank and
and for
for removal
of an
director
controlling shareholder
shareholder of
an existing
existing
director or controlling
of an
bank. In
this part
part of
of the
the article,
article, we
we explore
explore why
why
bank.
In this
determining whether a particular applicant seeking
seeking to
establish aa new
new bank
bank or
or acquire
acquirean
anexisting
existingbank
bankwill
will
establish
be able to pass
pass regulatory muster
muster remains
remains something
of aa black
black art,
art,suggest
suggest improvements
improvements in
in the
the process
process
designed to create greater transparency in
in the
the process,
process,
and
suggest changes
needed in
the
and suggest
changesthat
that may
may be
be needed
in the
processes asasaaresult
the vast
vast increase
increase in
both
processes
result of
of the
in both
public and
and non-public
non-public information
information available
available to
to
public
regulators in
passing
upon
proposed
bank
startups
and
in passing upon proposed
startups
acquisitions.

A SECRET
SECRET R
ITUAL
A
RITUAL
Some
years ago,
ago, Professor
Professor Kenneth
Davis
Some 40
40 years
Kenneth Culp
Culp Davis
described
federal agencies'
agencies' procedures
procedures for
described the
the federal
as follows:
follows:
chartering banks and authorizing branches as
Even
though these
these two
two functions
functions ofen
often
Even though
involve business
involve
business interests of great
great magnitude,
the banking
banking agencies
agencies have
have been
been deciding
deciding
the
cases
(1)
on
the
basis
of
secret
evidence
cases
on the basis of secret evidence -evidence
quiteunnecessarily
unnecessarily
evidence which
which isisquite
concealedfrom
from affected
affected parties,
parties,(2)
(2) with
with no
concealed
systematic statement
statementofoffindings
fndings on issues
of
systematic
issues of
fact, (3) without
without furnishing
furnishingparties
partiesreasoned
reasoned
opinions
or policy,
policy, (4)
opinions on
on issues
issuesofof law
law or
without building
building a body
body of case
case law that is
without
open to public
public inspection
open
inspection and
and that
that can
can be
be used
used
for confining
confining and
and guiding
guiding discretion,
discretion, and
and (5)
without clarifying
clarifying or
or even
even attempting
attempting to
to
without
clarify
the details
detailsof of
policies
through
clarify the
policies
through
rulemaking, policy
policy statements,
statements, ororof of
rulemaking,
12
82
opinions.
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the years
years since
since the
and 55
In the
the Davis
Davis article, items 2, 3 and
have
undergone
significant
improvement.
Today,
have undergone signifcant improvement. Today,
decisions
decisions to deny the establishment
establishment of a new bank
bank are
are
provided
provided to
to interested
interested parties with
with aa detailed
detailed statement
statement
of the
the reasons
reasons for the
the decision.
decision. And
And statements
statements of
of
policy have
though not
not with
with
have largely
largely been
been articulated,
articulated, though
the degree
degreeof
of specificity
specifcity one
one might
might wish.
wish. Items
Items 11 and
and 4
even today
today leave
leave aa great
great deal
dealto
to be
be desired.
desired.In
In fact
fact it
even
may
may be
be fair to
to say
say that
that the
the risk
risk that
that aa decision
decision today
today
will
willbe
bebased
based on
on secret
secret evidence
evidence may
may be
be even
even greater
greater
than at
at the
the time
time Davis wrote. As to the development
development of
of
aa body
body of
of case
case law
law open
open to
to public
publicinspection,
inspection, the
the
proliferation of easily
easily searchable
searchable data
proliferation
data makes
makesitit far
easier to
to disseminate
disseminate the
the necessary
necessaryinformation
information than at
easier
any time in
of
any
in the
the past,
past, but
but the
the agencies'
agencies' treatment
treatment of
written decisions
decisions constituting
constituting that
case law have
have
written
that case
rendered much
available information far
far less
less
rendered
much of
of the available
useful than it might
might be.
be.
Part
Part I of
of this
this article
article no
no doubt
doubt lef
leftthe
thereader
reader less
less than
than
fully
satisfed.
Regulations
and
criteria
are
perfectly
fully satisfied. Regulations and criteria are perfectly
in the
the abstract,
abstract, but we
we don't
don't earn
earn our keep
keep by
fine in
spinning abstractions.
We earn
earn our
our keep
keep by helping
spinning
abstractions. We
clients. To be
be helpful to our clients, we need
need to know
specifcs: will
specifics:
willmy
myparticular
particular client's
client's history
history keep
keep him
out of
of the
the banking
bankingbusiness.
business. The
The approval
approval process
process as
as
presently structured
the
presently
structureddoesn't
doesn'tprovide
provideus
us with
with the
necessary
guidance.We
We believe
believe there
necessary guidance.
there are
are several
several
reasons
for this.
reasons for
this.

LIMITEDNUMBER
NUMBEROF
OF REJECTIONS
REJECTIONS
LIMITED
The
number of
of administrative
administrative decisions
decisions denying
denying
The number
approval
chartering new
banks, as
as the
the
approval for
for chartering
new banks,
as well as
number
decisions disapproving
disapproving proposed
proposed changes
changes
number of decisions
in control
control of
of existing
existing banks
banks is limited. According
According to
the OCC's
OCC's annual
annual report
report for the 2006 fiscal year,
year, the
the
OCC's
respect to
new
OCC's application
applicationactivity
activity with
with respect
to new
charters and
and changes
changesin
inbank
bankcontrol
control were as
as follows:
follows:
charters
Applications
receve
received
i d

FY
FYFY
1FY
2005 2006

FY 2006
FY
2006 Decisions
Conditionally
Approved approved
Denied
Total
DeniedTotal

Change
in Bank
Control

17
17

99

44

00

00

8*

Charters

26

47

44

30

00

34

withdrawn.
*Four applications for
for change
change in control were withdrawn.
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1, 2002 through
During the
the period
period from
from January
January 1,
During
September
relating to
notices of
September 30, 2006,
2006, activity
activity relating
to notices
of
change in
in control
control were as
as follows:
follows:
change

OCC Change
ChangeininBank
BankControl
ControlAct
Act Activity
Activity CY
2002-FY2006

ii

Year Received

i
Not
Acted
Disapproved
Withdrawn
On Disapproved

FY
2006

99

88

44

00

44

FY
2005

17
17

17
17

17
17

00

00

FY
2004

16
16

14'1
14

13
13

00

00

FY
2003*

16
16

10
10

99

11

00

00

1
10

99

11

00

CY
2002

0

* Reporting
Reporting changed
changed from
from calendar
calendar year to fiscal year, starting
October 1, 2002 (FY 2003).
11

one notice
notice with
with no activity.
activity. The
Includes one
The OCC considered it
abandoned.

The
is not particularly
The small number
number of disapprovals
disapprovals is
surprising.
indicated in Part I, the
the application
application
surprising. As
As we indicated
process
typically begins
process typically
begins with an
an informal
informal discussion
discussion
with
that where
where it is
with the
the regulators.
regulators. Our experience
experience is that
clear
at the
the outset
outset that
thatapproval
approval will
willnotnot
clear at
be be
forthcoming
the
applicant
simply
never
files
his
forthcoming the applicant simply never fles his
application.
addition, proper
proper planning,
planning, together
together
application. In addition,
informal interaction
interaction with
with the
the regulators
regulators can
can
with informal
minimize the
the chances
chances that
be
minimize
that an
an application
application will
will be
disapproved. In most cases
the organizers
organizers are
arelikely
likely to
cases the
bend
bend to the
the regulators'
regulators' demands
demands as
as to the
the proposed
proposed
bank's
management
personnel
by
replacing
an
bank's management personnel by replacing an
individual to
to whom
whom objections
objections have
have been
been raised,
raised,
individual
rather than
than challenging
challenging the
the regulators'
regulators' exercise
exercise of
rather
of
their extremely
extremely broad
broad discretion
discretion under
under the
thestatutes.
statutes.
when itit isisclear
clearthat
thatthat
thatavenue
avenue isis foreclosed
foreclosed
And when
because
of
the
importance
to
the
proposed
because of the importance to the proposed
organization
particular individual
whom
organizationofof the
the particular
individual to whom
objection
objection has
hasbeen
beentaken
takenthere
thereisislittle
little point
point in
than simply
simply
suffering a denial of the application rather than
withdrawing
withdrawing it.
it.The
The result
result of
of all
allofofthese
these factors
factors is that
we simply do
do not
not have
have many
many charter
charter rejections
rejections from
which
which we
we can
can draw
draw conclusions.
conclusions.
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EXCESSIVE
REDACTION
E
XCESSIVE R
EDACTION IN
IN PUBLISHED
PUBLISHED DECISIONS
DECISIONS

Even
where applicants
applicants have
have pressed
pressed forward
forward and
and
Even where
ultimately received
received rejection
rejection letters,
letters, those
those rejection
rejection
letters are
are of
of little help
letters
help in
in evaluating
evaluating what
what the
the OCC
OCC
regards
as black
black marks
marks in evaluating
regards as
evaluating an individual's
competence,
the
competence,experience
experienceororintegrity.
integrity. While
While the
rejection
rejection letters
letters are
are readily available
available on the
the OCC's
OCC's
web site, the OCC almost invariably
invariably redacts
redacts the entire
description
information reflecting
reflecting adversely
adversely on
on
description of
of information
individual managers.83
individual
managers.83
The
cumulative effect
effect of
ofeliminating
eliminating potential
potential
The cumulative
applicants before
before an
anapplication
applicationisis filed,
fled, adjusting
applicants
adjusting the
the
management
avoid objections
objections expressed
expressed
managementteam
team to
to avoid
and excision
excisionof
of significant
signifcant
informally to
to the
the applicant
applicant and
parts of those
few decisions
decisions in
in which an application is
those few
actually
the
actually disapproved
disapprovedcreates
createsa ablack
black hole
hole in
in the
universe
of
available
information.
We
are
left
not
universe of available information. We are lef not
knowing what
not suffcient
sufficienttotoestablish
establish the
the
knowing
what is
is or is not
experience
integrity demanded
demanded of
ofthose
those
experience and
and integrity
organizing or
or seeking
seeking to
to acquire
acquire aa bank.
OPENING
O
PENING UP
UP THE
THEPROCESS
PROCESS

not exist.
This informational
informational black hole need
need not
exist. While
both the regulators and
and the
the regulated
regulated may
may legitimately
legitimately

want to
to avoid
avoid airing
airing particular
particular applicants'
applicants' dirty
dirty
want
decisions, itit does
does not
not follow
follow that
laundry in published decisions,
the bases
on which
which applicants
have historically been
bases on
applicants have
been
rejected
as aa result
result of
of lack
lack of experience
or integrity
rejected as
experience or
on
part of
of proposed
proposed management
management or
on the part
or controlling
shareholders must
must remain
remain forever aa deep
shareholders
deep dark
dark secret.
secret.
suggestthat
thatitit would
would be
be most
most helpful
helpful for the OCC
We suggest
and other
other regulatory agencies
to publish
publish on a periodic
and
agencies to
basis
compendia of
of the
the fact patterns
leading to such
basis compendia
patterns leading
such

rejections. Those
edited to
rejections.
Those fact
fact patterns
patterns could
could be
be edited
remove dates,
dates, names
names and
names of institutions,
institutions,
remove
and names
together
with other
other information
information that
thatmight
mightspecifically
specifcally
together with
identify the
the individual involved.
involved. They
They might
might include
include
not
only edited
edited excerpts
excerpts from
from decisions
decisions denying
denying
not only
formation
bank or
or disapproving
disapproving aa change
change in
formation of
of aa bank
control,
but
also
excerpts
from
letters
and other
other
control, but also excerpts from letters and
correspondence
applicants (with appropriate
appropriate
correspondence with
with applicants
seethe
thelight
light of
of
editing) which otherwise
otherwise might never
never see
for additional information and
day, including requests
requests for
and
supporting
documentation to
satisfy concerns
concerns
supporting documentation
to satisfy
emerging as
as aa result
result of
of the agency's
agency's investigation.
investigation. The
availability of
ofthis
thisearly-stage
early-stagecorrespondence
correspondence could
be of great assistance
to
practitioners.
For example,
example,ifif
assistance to practitioners. For
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the organizers decide to replace one or more members
members

of proposed
proposed management
management in response
response to regulators'
regulators'
comments
informal meetings,
meetings, that
that decision
decision
comments atat informal
provides a useful guidepost
guidepost to other
other applicants
applicants as
as to
whether their
personnel will
will be
their proposed
proposed management
management personnel
satisfactory. Similarly,
Similarly,this
thisearly-stage
early-stagecorrespondence
correspondence
may
highlight
potential
weaknesses
may highlight potential weaknessesinin the
the initial
business
plan
-weaknesses
other
applicants
will wish
wish
business plan -- weaknesses other applicants will
to avoid
or
address
at
the
outset.
avoid or address at the outset.
SEC in
While not
not aa perfect
perfect analogy,
analogy, we note that the SEC
May of
of 2005
2005 began
began to make
make available
available to the
the public
public

the text
text of
of comment
comment letters
letters issued
staff on
on
the
issuedby
by its
its staff
registration statements
and periodic reports under the
statements and
Securities
1933 and
Securities Exchange
Exchange
and the Securities
Securities Act
Act of 1933
Act of
of1934,
1934,together
togetherwith
withissuers'
issuers'responses
responses to
to those
those
Act

comment
SEC's review and
and comment
comment
comment letters.
letters. The
The SEC's
process
had been
beeninin effect
effect for
for many
years, but
but until
process had
many years,
the
the Commission
Commission determined
determined to make
make these
these letters
letters
publicly
publiclyavailable
available the
the positions
positions the staff was taking on
aa number
number of issues
issues could be
be gleaned
gleaned only through
through
direct
with the
the staff
staff on
on a particular
direct correspondence
correspondence with
particular
word-of-mouth, and/or
and/or appearances
appearances by
filing, word-of-mouth,
by staff
staff
members at CLE
CLE seminars.
seminars.
Public release
release of the
the comment
comment letters
letters has
has opened
opened to
practitioners and
and entire
entire body
body of "lore"
"lore" and
and has,
has, in the
the

Some
the information
information the
the investigating
investigating
Some of
of the
examiner
of aahighly
highly
examinerbrings
bringsinin may
may be
be of
personal character.
character. The
The examiner is instructed
to investigate
'qualifcations and
and integrity
integrity of
of
investigate 'qualifications
the
directors, officers,
offcers, and
the organizers,
organizers, directors,
and other
other
principles of the
theproposed
proposed bank'...
bank'... the
the
principles
examiner must 'evaluate'
'evaluate' each
each such
suchindividual
individual
as to
to such
such factors
factors as
as 'sincerity
'sincerity of purpose'
as
purpose' and
'character and
and standing
standing in
in the
'character
the community.'
community.'
Although such
such mixtures
mixtures of information
information and
and
Although
subjective
emotion may properly
properly
subjective opinion
opinion or emotion
be
protected from
from public
public knowledge,
knowledge, II think
be protected
the irreducible
irreducible minimum
minimum ofofprocedural
procedural
the
fairness
requires that
thatno no
derogatory
fairness requires
derogatory
information or
information
or opinion
opinionshould
shouldbe
beused
used against
against
any
individual whose
whose rights
rights are
are at
at stake
stake
any individual
without privately confronting
confronting him with itit and
and
listening to
its source and listening
to what
whathe
he has
has to
to say.
say.
That description
almost quaint
quaint today.
today. While
That
description seems
seems almost
interviewing
proponents, opponents
local
interviewing proponents,
opponents and
and local
businessmen
maystill
still provide regulators
businessmen may
regulators with aa great
great
deal
of useful
usefulinformation,
information,those
thosesources
sourcesof of
deal of
information pale
information
pale in
in comparison
comparison to the quantity of data
collected
and available
available through
through simple
simple
collected today
today and
searchers
and
through
data
mining
techniques.
searchers and through data mining

judgment of
of many
manypracticing
practicingin that
in that
judgment
feld, field,
substantially
burdens associated
associated with
substantially eased
eased the
the burdens

When
Professor Davis
least a
When Professor
Davis wrote,
wrote, there
there was
was at
at least

preparing
as well
well as
preparing disclosure
disclosure documents,
documents, as
as reducing
reducing
the
the burden
burden on the SEC's
SEC's staff. We
We suggest
suggest that
that our
proposal
could have
have aa similar
similar favorable
effect in the
proposal could
favorable effect
the
banking
feld, eliminating
banking field,
eliminating ininadvance
advance many
many of
of those
those

reasonable
chancethat
thatthe
the subject
subject of
of an
an investigation
reasonable chance
would
the investigator
investigator
would have
have aa good idea of
of the
the sources the

candidates
management positions
might
candidatesfor
for management
positions who
who might
be rejected
rejected only
only after
afer considerable
otherwise be
considerable time
time has
has
been
devoted to investigating
been devoted
investigating and
and evaluating
evaluating them,
them,
and
also reducing
reducing the
spent by regulators
regulators on
and also
the time spent
potential applications
applications that
that will
will never
befiled.
fled.
never be
SECRET
EVIDENCE
AND IINFORMATION
OVERLOAD
S
ECRET E
VIDENCE AND
NFORMATION O
VERLOAD
-- How
HOWDo
DOYOU
YOUCROSS-EXAMINE
CROSS-EXAMINEAADATABASE?
DATABASE?

Professor
Davis described
described thethepre-approval
pre-approval
Professor Davis
performed in
in connection
connection with
with new
investigation being performed
bank applications at the
the time
time of
of his article as
follows:
as follows:
[W]hen
the Comptroller
Comptrollerreceives
receivesan an
[W]hen the
application, an
an examiner
application,
examiner is directed to make
make
an
an investigation.
investigation. He
He is
is instructed
instructed to
to interview
proponents
and opponents,
opponents,as
aswell
well as
as local
proponents and
businessmen...
businessmen....
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consulted.
an investigator
investigator came
came around
around asking
asking
consulted. IfIf an
questions
the subject's
subject's acquaintances,
acquaintances, former
former
questions of
of the
employers and
and local community
employers
communityleaders,
leaders, chances
chances are
are
that
that information
information would
would filter
flter out
that that
out to
to the
the subject
subject in
one fashion
fashion or
or another.
Similarly, the
one
another. Similarly,
the subject
subject of an
an
investigation
have aa fairly
fairlyaccurate
accurate
investigationwould
would likely
likely have
picture of what
about him
him from the
what could
could be
be gleaned
gleaned about
the
media
and
public
records.
But
consider
for
a
moment
media and public records.
consider
how
each of
of ususcarries
carriesout
outourour
factual
how each
ownown
factual
investigations today.
Certainly a starting point is likely
likelytotobe
beaa search
search of the
information
available
on
the
Internet.
information available on the Internet. That
That initial
search will
will turn
search
turn up
upperhaps
perhapshundreds
hundreds and
and perhaps
perhaps
thousands of
possible sources
sources some
greater
thousands
of possible
some of greater
reliability
reliability. In
reliabilityand
and some
some of lesser
lesser reliability.
In aa few short
hours an
an investigator
investigator may click
hours
click through
through perhaps
perhaps 100
of
those
URLs,
rejecting
some
immediately,
of those URLs, rejecting some immediately,
and reviewing some
skimming some
some and
some in detail. News
News
stories
such
as
those
about
our
Mr.
Lord's
activity
stories such as those about our Mr. Lord's activity as
as a
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"slum
willundoubtedly
undoubtedly figure
figure prominently
prominently
"slum lord" will
among
sources coming
coming to
to the
theinvestigator's
investigator's
among the
the sources
coloring his point of view.
attention, coloring
This preliminary
preliminary search
search will
will almost
almost invariably
invariably
This
facts that
that will
will enter
implant in the
the investigator's
investigator's mind facts
enter
into his
his overall
overall evaluation
evaluation of
ofthe
thesubject
subject of
ofthe
thesearch.
search.
Many of
pursuedwill
will probably not even
of the
the avenues
avenues pursued
even
be recorded.
recorded. Others
Others may
may be
be printed
printed out and placed
placed in
the record of the investigation. How can the
the subject
subject of
of
the
himself that
that the
the "facts" the
the investigation
investigation assure
assure himself
the
investigator has
fair and
investigator
has uncovered present a fair
and accurate
accurate
impression of
of the
the subject's
subject's character?
character?

Next consider
consider specifc
specificpre-identified
pre-identifieddatabases.
databases.
Next
Guidelines adopted
adopted as
as far
far back
back as
as 1988
1988 by the FRB,
Guidelines
OCC,
and NCUA
NCUA called
called for the
the
OCC, FDIC,
FDIC, FHLBB
FHLBB and
following standard
standard background
background checks
all
following
checks on
on all
individuals
individuals subject
subject to
to background
background investigations:
investigations:
•• FBIFBI
GeneralIndex
IndexNamecheck;
Namecheck;
General
•• United
United
StatesCustom
CustomService
ServiceNamecheck
Namecheck
States
•• Drug
Drug
EnforcementAdministration
AdministrationNamecheck
Namecheck
Enforcement
•• Search
internal agency
agency records
Searchof
of internal
records and
and of
of
databases to
to which
which the
databases
the agencies
agencies have
have access;
access;
•• Check records on an interagency basis when an
involved with institutions
individual has
has been
been involved
institutions
under
agency's regulatory
regulatory jurisdiction;
under another
another agency's
and
•• Check
with state
statedepository
depositoryinstitution
institution
Check with
regulatory agencies
agencies when
individual has
has
regulatory
when an
an individual
been
involved with
been involved
with institutions
institutions under
under aa state's
state's
regulatory
regulatory jurisdiction.84

jurisdiction. 84

Add to
to those
those records
records the
the additional
additional data
data created
created and
and
maintained by the
maintained
the regulatory
regulatoryagencies
agencies themselves
themselves

specifcally to
specifically
to facilitate
facilitate investigations
investigations of individual
individual
applicants.
For
example,
OTS
offcials
have
applicants. For example, OTS officials have testified
that the OTS maintains its
known
its own
own secret
secret database
database known
as the
as
the Confidential
Confidential Individual
Individual Information
Information System
System
containing information
information concerning
"individuals who
containing
concerning “individuals
have
notices of
intent to acquire
acquire control
control of
have filed
filed notices
of intent
of
savings associations,
associations,individuals
individuals who have applied to
savings
become senior
directors of
of savings
savings
become
senior officers
offcers or directors
associations,individuals
individualswho
whohave
havea a history
history of
of
associations,
professional
ethics, licensing
licensing or
or similar disciplinary
professional ethics,
disciplinary
problems, or
have been
been subject
subject to an
an agency
agency
problems,
or have
enforcement
enforcementaction,
action,and
andindividuals
individualsinvolved
involved in
in a
85
signifcant business
significant
business transaction
transaction with
with an
an institution."
institution.”85
Information in
Information
in that
that database
database is shared
shared with, among
among
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others,
the National
National
others, the
the SEC,
SEC, the
the CFTC,
CFTC, NASDR, the
Association of Insurance
Insurance Commissioners
Commissioners and
and the
the
Association
banking regulators
regulators of
forty-one states.
states. It seems
seems a
banking
of forty-one
reasonable guess
and other
other
reasonable
guessthat
thatthe
the OCC,
OCC, FDIC
FDIC and
banking regulators
regulators each
each maintains aa similar
similardatabase
database
and makes
makes itit available to other
and
other agencies.
agencies. In addition,
since reports
reports of
of examination
examinationof
of financial
fnancial institutions
since
institutions
are
format, even
even relatively
relatively simple
simple
are stored
stored in
in digital format,
data mining techniques
can locate
locate every
every mention
mention of
of
data
techniques can
any individual referred to in any
any
any way
way in
in one
one of
of those
those
reports from the time he first
frst entered
entered the
the industry.
Beyond the
Beyond
the government-maintained
government-maintained databases
databases we
have,
course, the
the massive
massive quantities
quantities of data
data
have, of course,
collected and
and maintained
collected
maintained by private
private data
data brokers.
brokers.
According to
one report
has for at
at least
least
According
to one
report the
the FBI
FBI has
several years
several
years been
been purchasing
purchasing access
access to
todatabases
databases
maintained
Choicepoint, aa private
private data
data broker
broker
maintained by
by Choicepoint,
whose databases
databasescontain
contain“billions
"billions of
of personal
personal records
records
86
about
person ...in
...in the
the United
UnitedStates."
States."86
about nearly every person
The extent
The
extent to which the
the data
data is
is shared
shared with federal
federal
bank regulatory agencies
unclear. But so far
agencies is unclear.
far as
as the
the
authors are
are aware
aware there
thereisis no
no legal
legal restriction on the
authors
the
use
use of such
such information to
to complete
complete an
an investigation
of those
those seeking
seeking to
to establish
establish or
or acquire
acquire banking
banking
institutions. Moreover,
Moreover, unlike
unlike many
many ofofthe
thedatabases
databases
maintained
by governmental
governmental agencies,
agencies, databases
databases
maintained by
maintained by private data
maintained
data brokers are
are generally not
subject to the requirements of
of the
the Privacy
PrivacyAct.87
Act.87

Effectively,
then, we
have an
Effectively, then,
we have
an entirely
entirely new
new body
body of
of
secret evidence
evidenceto
to which
which the
the regulators
regulators may
may refer
refer in
secret
passing on applications to
to start
start or
or acquire
acquire aa bank.
Add to
to the
theinformation
information contained
contained in
in deliberately
deliberately
Add
databasesthe
thevast
vastquantity
quantityof
of information
information
maintained databases
today through
through aa simple
simple Google,
Google, AltaVista
AltaVista or
available today
Yahoo
and the
the volume
volume of secret,
Yahoo search,
search, and
secret, or at
at least
least
unidentifed,
unidentified, evidence
evidence that
that may
may affect
affect aa regulator's
regulator's
decision
an application
application represents
represents not
decision on
on an
not just
just a
difference
differenceinin amount,
amount,but
but aa difference
differenceinin kind
kind of
of
evidence from
from that
that available
available in Davis's day. How are
evidence
are
we to apply
the right
right
apply Davis's
Davis's procedural
procedural safeguards
safeguards ---- the
to
counter
adverse
evidence
presented
to
the
to counter adverse evidence presented to the
regulators and
and to
to require
require written
written opinions setting
setting forth
forth
basis of
decision -this environment?
environment? The
The
their basis
of decision
-- in this
very real
real risk
risk isisthat
thatregardless
regardless of
of what
what an
anagency's
agency's
opinion says,
says, the
the examiner's
examiner's decision
decision may
may
written opinion
have been
been heavily
heavily colored
colored in
in advance
by information
information
have
advance by
that
willnever
never
of88
that will
seesee
the the
lightlight
of day.
day.88
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The
quantity of additional
The vast
vast quantity
additional information
information available
available
to regulator suggests
that
it
may
be
time
to
reconsider
suggests that it
reconsider

the degree
degree of discretion
discretion granted
granted to
the banking
banking
the
to the
regulators
regulators in determining whether
whether or not aa hearing
hearing is

appropriate,
appropriate,and
andtotomore
moreclosely
closelytailor
tailorthe
the form
form of
of
hearing to
the matter
matter to be
be considered.
considered. ItIt may
may be
be
hearing
to the
appropriate to
to expand
expand the
the right
right of an
appropriate
an applicant
applicant that
that
has
been
rejected
to
allow
the
applicant
to
examine
has been rejected to allow
applicant to examine
the agency
official conducting
agency official
conducting the
the investigation
investigation as
as to
the information
information he
he reviewed
reviewed in
in reaching
reaching his
his decision.
decision.
Such aa procedure
has been
been adopted
adopted by
by at least
Such
procedure has
least one
one
state's
Wyoming banking
banking law
law
state's banking
banking law.
law. The
The Wyoming
provides that "[t]he
“[t]he state
state banking
banking commissioner
commissioner shall
submit
verbally and
at the
the
submit his
his findings
fndings verbally
and in
in writing at
public
public hearing
hearing on
on the
the application
application and
and shall
shall be
be subject
subject
89
cross-examination by
interested party.”
IfIf
to cross-examination
by any
any interested
party." 89
examination of
of the
the agency
agency official
offcial indicates
examination
indicates that
that the
the
decision
deny the
the application
application was
was affected
affected by
decision to
to deny
information
otherwise made
made available
available to
the
information not
not otherwise
to the
applicant the
the applicant
applicant would
would be
be afforded
afforded the
the right to
applicant
cross-examine
present testimony
testimony
cross-examine witnesses
witnesses and
and present
challenging that
that information. So
challenging
So far
far as
as consideration
consideration
was affected
affected by
by information
information which
of the application was
the agency
agency believes
available to the
the
the
believes should
should not
not be
be available
those portions
portions of the record containing that
applicant, those
information
submitted to
information would
would be
be submitted
to the
the court
court on
on a
sealed basis
basisin
in connection
connection with
with any challenge
sealed
challenge of the
the
denial.9o
denial.90
S
UMMING IIT
T UP
UP
SUMMING
Despite the questionable
questionable historic
historic basis
Despite
basis of our
our present
present
system
of
admitting
new
entrants
to
the
banking
feld,
system of admitting
entrants to the banking field,
that system
system has
the most
most part
part worked
worked well.
well.
that
has for
for the
Through
combination of
formal and
and informal
informal
Through aa combination
of formal
procedures,
sorting out
out those
thosewho
who will
will be
procedures, sorting
be admitted to
the inner
inner sanctum
the
sanctumfrom
fromthose
thosewho
whowill
will not
not is
is a
relatively
efficient
process.
Improvements
are
relatively effcient process. Improvements are
possible and
desirable both
in increasing
increasing the
the
possible
and desirable
both in
transparency
of determinations made
made in
in the regulatory
transparency of
process and
coping with
with systemic
systemic information
information
process
and in
in coping
overload that
that is
is likely only
overload
only to
toincrease
increase in
in the
the future.
future.
We have
have tried in this
this article
article to
to suggest
suggest the direction
these
improvements might take.
these improvements
take.
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NOTES
1

Those who
who practice
practice in
in the
the banking
banking area
areawill
will immediately
immediately note
have treated
treatedin
in aarelatively
relatively indiscriminate
indiscriminate fashion
note that we have
1Those
the decisions and standards
standardsof
of the
the alphabet
alphabetsoup
soupof
ofregulatory
regulatory agencies
agenciesresponsible
responsiblefor
for regulating
regulating banking
banking institutions,
institutions, as
as
well
well as
as the
the actions of
of various
various state
state banking
banking regulators
regulators under
under our
our country's
country's dual
dualbanking
bankingsystem
systemof
offederal
federaland
andstate
state banks.
banks.
so because
becauseininour
ourview
view the
the principles
principles we suggest
suggest should
should be
beequally
equally applicable
applicable regardless
regardlessof
of which
which federal or
We have done so
state regulator
regulator is responsible
responsible for
for a particular decision.
state
decision.
2
2
12 U.S.C. §21
12
§21 et.
et. seq.
seq.
3
3
12 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §1817(j).
§18170).
12
4
12 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §1811 et.
et seq.
12
seq.
4
s5 Most state banking laws closely resemble the
the federal
federal model,
model, though there
there may
may be
be significant
signifcant variations
variationsfrom
fromstate
state to
tostate.
state.
example, New
New York,
York, in
For example,
in addition
addition to
to providing
providingfor
forbackground
backgroundinvestigation
investigationby
bythe
theBanking
BankingDepartment,
Department, requires
requires
submission directly to
to the
the Banking
Banking Department
Department of
of aa report
report prepared
prepared by a private investigator.
investigator. In
In New
NewJersey,
Jersey, notice of
of each
each
League of
of
application for
for aa new
new banking
banking charter
charter must
must be
be given
given to
to New
NewJersey
Jersey Bankers Association,
Association, and
and the New Jersey League
Community Bankers.
Community
Bankers. NJAC
NJAC§§3:1-2.5.
3:1-2.5.AAhearing
hearingisismandatory
mandatoryininallallcases,
cases,and
and interested
interested parties
parties are afforded the
opportunity to
opportunity
to oppose
oppose the
the application
application at
at the
the hearing.
hearing. Information
Informationtotobe
bepresented
presented at
at the
the hearing
hearing is
is presented
presented by sworn
testimony and is generally limited
limited to matters raised
raised in
in the
the application
application or
or in
in objections filed
fled prior
priortotothe
thehearing.
hearing.Questions
Questions
may be addressed
addressedtotothe
theapplicant,
applicant,objectors
objectorsand
andwitnesses
witnessesafter
afereach
eachofoftheir
theirpresentations
presentationsby
bythe
thehearing
hearingofficer
offcer or
Department hearing panel. Cross-examination is permitted
NJAC § 3:1-2.14.
permitted in
incontested
contested cases
cases NJAC
3:1-2.14.
6
6
During the period from
from 1811
as the
the legislation
legislation chartering the First
During
1811 to
to 1816,
1816, there
there were no federally
federally chartered
chartered banks, as
United
chartered until
until 1816
United States
States Bank was allowed to expire
expire in
in 1811
1811 and
and the
the Second
Second Bank of
of the
the United
United States
States was not chartered
7
History Central,
History
Central, National
National Bank
Bank Act
Act -- June
June 3, 1864, http://www.historycentral.com/documents/Nationalbank2.html
8
8 Profile:
Profile: Hugh
Hugh McCulloch
McCulloch at http://www.occ.treas.gov/OCC140th/McCulloch.htm
9
9
Indiana adopted
adoptedits
its free
freebanking
banking law
law in 1852. Ohio passed
law in
in May
May 1854 that made
made itit illegal
illegal as
Indiana
passed aalaw
as of October 1, 1854,
for anyone
in the
the demand
demand for
for Indiana
for
anyone in
in Ohio
Ohiototouse
use small
smallbanknotes
banknotes issued
issued by
by banks
banks in
in other
other states.
states. This decrease
decrease in
banknotes resulted
resulted in
in the return of the notes for redemption
in the
the prices
prices of
of Indiana
Indiana bonds,
bonds, which
which were about
redemption and
and decreases
decreases in
two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the banks'
banks’ security
security deposits. G.
G. Dwyer,
Dwyer, Wildcat
WildcatBanking,
Banking,Banking
BankingPanics,
Panics, and
and Free
Free Banking in the United
States,
Reserve Band
December 1996.
1996.
States, Economic
Economic Review
Review of the Federal Reserve
Band of Atlanta,
Atlanta, December
10
10From
From1875
1875until
until1908,
1908,Comptroller's
Comptroller's office
offce took
took precisely
precisely the
the reverse
reverse position --- that
that the Comptroller
Comptroller had
had no
sanction the
the organization
organization of
of any
any association
associationcomplying
complying with the
discretionary power in
in the
the matter, but must necessarily
necessarily sanction
of Reason:
Reason: The
The Licensing
Licensing Decisions of the Federal Banking Agencies, 42 Chicago
statutory requirements. Scott, In Quest of
Review
235
(1975).
Law
Review
235
(1975).
i1
11
Disapproval Letter, http://www.occ.treas.gov/corpbook/occforms/DisapprovalLetter.doc.
http://www.occ.treas.gov/corpbook/occforms/DisapprovalLetter.doc.
12
Sletteland
v. Federal
Federal Deposit
Deposit Insurance
Insurance Corporation,
Corporation, 924 F.2d
F.2d 350,
350, 288 U.S. App. D.C. 106 (1991). "We
Sletteland v.
“We defer
defer to the
FDIC's
reasonable interpretation
that subsection
subsection (7)(D)
(7)(D)authorizes
authorizesthe
theagency
agency to
toapply
applythe
thesame
same standard
standard of
of `competence,
‘competence,
FDIC's reasonable
interpretation that
experience, or
or integrity’
integrity' to
experience,
to controlling
controllingshareholders
shareholders and
and management."
management.” ItItisisworth
worthnoting
notingthat
thatthe
theregulatory
regulatoryagencies
agencies have
have
been
willing to
been willing
toentertain
entertain creative
creative solutions
solutions other
other than
than exercise
exercise of their
their statutory
statutory remedies
remedies of disapproval or removal. The
are aware
awareof
of at
atleast
leasttwo
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